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Forum Meeting 
Thursday 7:30 Ueacbers <.to liege 1Rews Stephen Leacock Monday 8:00 P.M. 
"TEDL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" 
. 
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Stephen Leacock, Huntorist, to · 
Appear Here IVIonday Evening 
Higher Teacher · 
Training Urged 
By State Group 
Debate Group Will Be Host to 
Olivet College Here on-Monday 
'' Prince of Fun-makers'' to Speak 
·on Humor Technique and 
Theory. 
COMES FROM CANADA 
Teachers College 
Bulletin Is Issued 
The new Teachers College Bulletin 
is just off the press and is ready for 
· distribution. I t is entitled "Trees and 
Shrubs of the Campus" and is writ-
ten by Ernest L. Stover of the Science 
depaJ.tment. 
Mr. Stover descr'ibes about 200 woody 
'plants found on our campus and in-
cludes a key for their identification. 
In the .Introduction to the Bulletin, 
Mr. Stover says in pa-rt, "The college 
is indebted to the noted landscape 
architect, Mr. Walter Burley Griffin, 
for the original plans for this cam-
pus, and to Mr. Walter H. Nehrling 
for h'is skill and care in keeping the 
campus one of the beauty spots of 
this region. We ;u-e also indebted to 
two former botanists of this school, 
Dr. Otis W. Caldwell and Dr. E'. N. 
Transeau, for the additions which they 
made to the flora of this campus.'' 
LEAGUE LAYS PLAN,s I 
FOR BRIDGE TOURNEY 
Miss Florence Wood, president of 
the Women's League, has requested 
that all girls interested in a bridge 
tournament sign the paper on the 
League bulletin board. If sufficient 
interest 'is evinced, play will get un-
derway soon. A bridge tournament 
has ecbmoean th tnd tnd ano tndde 
has become an annual feature of the 
League. 
REPAIR'S ARE MADE 
A 'I' PANTHER LAIR 
They believe in Santa at the Panthr 
er Lair-especially the dishwashers, for 
over the vacation the kitchen was re-
finished. . 
A,new dish-washing tub was installed 
in the upstairs kitchen, which will eli-
minate having to carry dishes down-
stairs to the basement to be washed. 
The walls .and ceiling of the kitchen 
were refinished, and part of the floor 
relayed. 
Comes Here Monday Committee on Legislation 
Move at Springfield 
Christmas Holidays. 
Makes SOCIAL STUDIES TO 
BE DISCUSSED AT 
Trial Debate Will Be Held with 
Visiting College; Prepare for 
Regular Schedule. 
PHI tSIGS MOVE 
Phi Sigma Epsilon moved to their 
new address, 1014 Seventh street, 
Thursday afternoon. 
During MEETING OF FORUM 
Famous Case of State (Eastern State) vs. J. Paul Reed! 
J. Paul Reed's recent critical \:-
views, appearing frequently in the 
News, have aroused much con-
demnation and little commenda-
tion on the part of the student 
body, if we may judge by Soap 
Box letters. The editors have de-
cided to g'ive Mr. Reed an audi-
ence, aJlow him to reply to these 
various popular charges, and re-
turn a verdict based upon his an -
swers. 
The trial, as covered by our court 
reporter, follows: 
By Stanley Elam 
When the following interview with 
:rvlr. J. Paul Reed ended, the :!:eport-
er found- himself still sitting in a 
comfortable chair, instead of out on 
the doorstep, as he had antic'ipated. 
However, we will always maintain 
that no deal was made-no terms stip-
ulated, no concessions specified. If 
Mr. R eed· prefers that in this article 
most of the comments upon himself 
be his own, it is because he :ears a 
whitewashing after the manner of 
disappoint our ideal of him as the big, 
bad iconoclast. 
But we cannot refrain from l:'.dding 
some comments of our own. 
Our impression of him as he re-
To Give Concert 
On Sunday afternoon, January 
27th, the College Orchestra and the 
Concert Band will present a joint 
concert in the College auditorium. 
Mr. W eckel is the director of both 
organizations. The orchestra will 
give the first half of the program 
and the band the second half. This 
w~ll mark th:e first of a series of 
vesper concerts to be sponsored by 
music groups of the college during 
the months of January, February, 
and March. 
The program to be played will 
consist of overtures, and other con-
cert numbers, some in· a lighter 
vein. The entire program will be 
announced' in a later issue of the 
News. 
movie star 'interviewers. He hates to '----------------~ 
clined in his wide easy chair, leisnre-
ly smoklng a cigaret, was that he is a 
huge, keen reincarnation of Dr. S:c.m-
uel Johnson. Although he was smil-
ing constantly, sometimes a little sar-
donically, he was always ma;;t.er of 
the situation. Certainly there is more 
seriousness in his nature thitn he 
chose to show, or' more than we were 
aole to extract. 
People who dislike him axe those 
who do not know him. Only when 
asked 'in a joking tone what he con-
sidered the source of his unpopu\ar-
ity (not a nice question to ~k in any 
one), was he at all taken aback. We 
think he was struck by the possibility 
that it might be true, and though Mr. 
Reed is anything but a sentimentalist, 
professing a contempt of people's opin-
'ions of him, he would like to think 
that he is not misunderstood, even if 
he is not understood. 
Once during the interview he said 
he could not write on lined paper be-
cause the lines chained him. That 
expresses Mr. Reed and his views. He 
wants to be free to think anything 
BETTER PARTY -PLANS 
URGED BY COMMITTEE 
A feeling that social functions are 
not well enough planned prompted 
the recreation committee at a special 
meeting Wednesday to make a rule 
requiring all dances to be properly 
chaperoned. Chaperons must indi-
cate their responsibility in a wr'itten 
note to the recreation committee. 
The committee plans to ~meet with 
all organization presidents at a date 
to be announced, and outline an ideal 
social calendar for the rest of the 
year. They will present their require-
ments along w'ith suggestions for so-
cial functions. 
TAU DELTS PLAN TO 
PREPARE ANTHOLOGY 
A committee to take charge of an 
anthology was appointed at the last 
meeting of Sigma Tau Delta and the 
Writer's club, held January 3. Mrs. 
Mildred Kedley was appointed chair-
man of the co.tpmittee, with Margaret · 
Brandon, Muriel Edwards, and Sarah 
Wozencraft serving with her. 
The committee will report on its 
progress at an early date. The idea of 
collecting an anthology was advanced 
in the Fall quarter, 
VOL. XX. 
Humboldt vs. TC 
Here Friday WQr ~lur nub ~nib Nrws 
"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" 
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Westfield vs. TC 
Here Tonight 
NO. 13 
Miss Michaels' Story About Wild Sled 
Ride Tops Vacation Yarns ofF acuity COLONEL CASHEW 
Blue and Gold Loses to Humboldt by 
50-10 Score; Will Meet Two Rivals 
Students and Faculty Members 
Enjoy Their Holiday Relax-
ation at Varied Points. 
Party and Piano · 
Are Promised to The good ol' Southern gentleman 
TC High Students has decided to start the year with a 
What a difference a vacation makes! resolution. It is that he shall not 
Twenty TC Students 
Achieve Fall Term 
Honor· Scholarships 
No longer do the teachers apo~logetic- ---A late but Welcome "Santa" h""' ''et work as hard in the future so he cn.n 11 k "H I t ld thi ?" a.o - A total of 20 students won honors a Y as • ave 0 you s one· t · rest up for the E'aster vacation. but instead enlighten the class hours wo surpnses in store for TC' students during the Fall term. Of this number, 
by relating tales of their · v~ations. ~a piano and a party. Ruth Rains will make a good tax five were freshmen, six were sopho-
French students rattled off the'ir Mr. Rothschild and the Stndent collector. At GAA meetings she scream- mores, five juniors, and four were sen-
doings to Miss Michaels but none com- Board of Control promise that the all- ed at everyone who came in the door iors. 
-pared with the tale she had to tell. high school dance Febru:;~,ry 9 w'ill "be and demanded whether or not she had The list is as follows: Freshmen -
It seems that Miss Michaels was on a a real one-orchestra and everything!" the required nickel. The victims were Logan Wayne Cox, Richard Pierce 
toboggan party in which her brother Just whose orchestra will play, and twrned pink by the attention and in- Frommel, Harold Lee Hayes, Horace L. 
was the driver. Having warned the what the "everything" will consist of, terest roused by Ruth, and had to Sisk, and Kathryn Ellen Steele; Sopho-
party to lean to the left four of them is still a secret, although prospects of come across. By the way, the Kernel mores-Martha Anderson, Ethel Char-
slid off for a fine start. Our Miss a pleasant evening are good. owes a note of thanks to Miss Rains. lene Hood, Elizabeth Louise King, 
Michaels, nearly obscured by the num- The piano spent its Christmas vaca- He thinks she has a very good se::Jse Lo-ren Woodrow Lee, John Kelly Mac-
erous sweaters of her brother3 that tion at the Hall, but by the time this of rumor. gregor, and Ida Margaret McNutt; 
she had on, a toboggan cap pulled goes to print, it w'ill no doubt have The three .questions of the day con- Juniors-Katherine Mae Dodds, Mary 
down over her ears, and overalls, sat taken an impo:r-Umt place at the front cern the mystery of Bob King's spats. Maurine Hawkins, Helen Louise Mc-
f th 1 Wh · th ld d'd l t Intyre, Faye Geneva McMillian, and second in the "line up". So :1S to o e assembly. The principal re- . ere 1s e wor 1 ~1e ge 
thrill the unsuspecting party Miss fuses to give owt further information them? Mary Esther Widger; Seniors-Frances 
Michaels' brother turned into a path than that it is "a present from Santa !Z. What makes them fit so fun.oy? Ellen Durgee, Margaret Eleanor Ser-
1 3 D h k t ? vey, Lois Pauline Smith, and Audra on which he had not traveled, the re- C aus, is brand new, and will belong · oes · e wear soc s oo. 
sult being that the toboggan left the to the high school and no one else." Our haxd work medal goes to Ducky 
"terra firma" and failed to make con- Durgee. She has set a record for hand-
nections again for ten feet. Miss Mich- "Party Line" Hums ing in the shortest Newg, article on 
aels leaning dutifully and rigidly to record. Th.e editor will present the 
the left, received a rather badly With Yule Activity medal in person. 
wrenched back as the sled came down Oh goodie! Aline Claar got a dollie 
with a jolt on the frozen bed of a On Thursday night, December 27, an for Twismas! 
· Lillian Webster. 
Coming Events Set 
For Current Week 
Tuesday. 
EVerybody out for the game 
Westfield in the gym at 7:30! 
Beat Westfield. 
with stream. She was carried to the car informal party was held at the h ome Margaret Highland thinks the 
and remained there for the rest of of Ellen Henkle. Following an eve- weather is just like spring. We don't 
the time. "Then," she rounded up her nlng occupied in playing cards and know which is balmiest, Mary 'Jr the 
tale, "they had the nerve to come games, a. two course luncheon n·as weather. 
vv Wednesday. 
back afterwards and tell me that they served. Those invited were Malilvn For the ben efit of the devotees of The Art Club will meet in the ea.st 
had found a perfectly splendid path. I Bailey, Emily Bainbridge, Mildr~d the drama and the few people who Hre art room at 4 o'clock. The members 
was furious!" Moore, Irma Jean Cline, Mary Sue ~oubtful about the Colonel's supe~or will count their profits from the re-
Mrs. Cook, of the art department Simmons Letha Stoll Ruth H-ains I mtellect, he presents the followmg t art 1 ( $ ' . ' . · • sk't. cen sa e over 35.00), anri w1ll 
used her vacation in traveling rather Betty Baker, Evelyn D av1s, Frances 1 · 1 beg'in with leather work. 
extensively from Baltimore, . M~r~- Adam~, John Stoner, Harold Lee "Little Campus, You've Had a Busy I Orchestra practice will be at 3 :45. 
land, Washington, D. C., and V1rgnua, 
1 
Hayes, Max Newell, Richard StallS- Day". Th d 
where Mrs. Cook's parents reside. She berry, Wallace Wilson, Dick I.,rom- Act One and Only. General :::S ay. . 
was especially interested in the art mell, E'lbert Fairchild, Rob&t Carroll, (Bobbie Sunderman has just been fifth hour a~~m i:rrto~a~h dur~g _the 
galleries of Mt. Vernon. Carroll Endsly, and Bob Blair. dragged from behind the l!Ounte!r not know· h ten 'll h 0 schlld aoes 
Mr. Alter and his family visited his A group of students gathered at the where she was stealing mustard.) Science ~ ~ W:ll b ap~e~d in R. 29 
parents near St. Louis and Miss El- home of Blll Heinlein for a poker par- Bobbie: "Mercy! Just because I'm at 7:15. u Wl e e 
lington visited relatives in the South. ty on New Year's Eve. Those present tongue-tied, you n eedn't treat me so 
Miss Marks went to Ok1a.homa C'it,y were: Bob Duncan, Gerald McComas, rough." 
to see her sister. Miss Ragan, Miss Max King, Mac Heinlein, and Bob Waiter: "What you need is S-s-ervey 
Neely, Miss Carman, and Dr. Rot.h- King. here to watch out for you. 
schild spent most of their holiday in Betty Ruth Swickrurd was hootess to Frances Durgee (entering singing 
Charleston. • a group of friends at her home on to the tune of "Old Black Joe") "I'm 
Maxine R eynolds visited Indianap- New Year's Eve. A salad course ·was Glrummon, I'm Grumman, though my 
olis; Opal Lowery visited her grand- served to the following guests: Mary head is bending low-" 
parents in Mart'insville; Mattoon was Margaret Lee, Betty King, Ida Mar- Mary Widger : "Ha, ha, ha." 
honored by Dorothy McCarthy and garet McNutt, Virginia Heinlein, Mp,r- Virginia Williams: "There she is, al-
Frances Shaffer; Mildred Baker Rpent tha Anderson, Helen Thomas, Ma:r- 1 ways Bobbing up." 
most of her time near Westfield; Vir- garet Chamberlain, Ellen Rose Huckle- Frances Shafer: "Bobbie, you ·should 
ginia Williams, Rosemary McArthur, beny, Helen Cox, Christine Amyx, be more careful. The proprietor will 
and Betty Bails were in Paris for the Chloteel Amyx, and Martha Hite of be a Poorman if you keep this up." 
Friday. 
AnotJher chance to beat Humbolt-
tonight at 7 :30 in the gym. 
MISS ORCUTT VISITS 
HERE DURING HOLIDAYS 
Miss Emily Orcutt, forme:r TC prin-
cipal was a Christmas visitor last week 
end. 
Miss Orcutt is now staying at the : 
Scoville Apartments at Oak P~ .. rk. I 
Pricco Uses Second Team Against 
Humboldt; Locals Face Hard 
Tilts This Week. 
Coach Ernie Pricco's Blue and Gold 
cagers closed the Old Year in none too 
heartening fashion, losing to Hum-
boldt at Humboldt by a 50 to 10 r.core, 
Friday, December 21. The first :>tring 
played only a small part of the game, 
as Pricco gave his second stringer a 
taste of regular play. 
Humboldt, coached by Andy Meur-
lot, former EI net star, held the lead 
throughout, as TC''s offense failed to 
click. 
The locals face two hard games this 
week. Tonight (Tuesday) the Blue · 
and Gold battles Westfield on ~he lo-
cal court. Westfield is coach0d by 
another former EI basketball star -
Alvin Von Behren-who has the r. l(lk-
ings of a great team in his Black Cat 
outfit. 
Friday night TC tangles with Hum-
boldt again-this time on the home 
court and with the promise that the 
first team will play throughout in a 
fashion much more potent than in the 
last meeting. 
Annual GAA Party 
Is Held on Tuesday 
Over 50 girls met at the home of 
Glenna Simpson, Tuesday, Dec. 18 for 
the annual GAA Christmas party. 
Three new members were initiatr,d 
before the group, Lola. Birch, Betty 
Lou Decker, and Helen Gaiser. 
A cracker-eating contest was won by 
Ruth Rains, who was awarded the 
rest of the crackers as a prize. After 
refreshments (not crackers), the girls 
went carolling in the snow. 
Drugs with a reputation-Walgreen 
System Drug Store-North side square. 
HOLMES BARBER 
SHOP 
FIVE CHAIRS-NO WAITING 
~ .... __ Southwest Corner Square 
~----------------~ 
different dances and parties; Mary Mattoon. Mary Widger: "He, he, he." 
Hawkins and Iolene Petty were in De- Virginia Heinlein entertained with Dorothy McCarty: "Sus hash u tut The Watch Hospital of Charleston 
catur. Miss Petty went to five dances a tea from four to six o'clock on Fri- u pup." 
d b k to h 1 h · 1 t Bobb'ie : "Oh, J·ust skit it." 
When you bring your Watch to us we give it a Gomplete Examination 
and tell you what it needs and the cost to do the work right at less 
money than any jeweler. Our work is by expert Watch m~n-who 
know their watches. 
an came ac sc oo avmg OS day afternoon. The table was decor-
her voice. a ted in keeping with the Christmas Goodness, what are we coming to? 
Those who slipped on the ice at spirit. Tea was poured by Miss K ath-
va.rious times during the vacation are ryn Gray and Mrs. Lowell Ferguson 
too numerous to mention. However, of Detroit, Mich. 
there were a few. · 
High Honors Won 
By Eleven Students 
Eleven students-six freshmen, two 
sophomores, two juniors, and one sen-
ior, were accorded high honor scHolar-
ships for the Fall term. 
Those students are: Freshmen-Erma 
Jean Cline, Elbert Abel Fairchild, 
Maryellen Farie, Thomas Max Newell, 
Edward Gerald Rennels, and Mabel 
Maxine Rennells; Sophomores-Frances 
Virginia Meye, Lois Elizabeth Shubert; 
Juniors- Robert Edward Hallowell, 
Nina Mae Tefft; Seniors--Aline Mae 
Claar. 
Hi-Lites of Week 
The writer of this column would like 
to ask a few questions: 
1. What is the date of Bob King's 
last game for TC? We hate to see 
you go Bob. 
2. Why doesn't E. P. get along with 
J. P .? We know, but won't tell. 
3. Why does Max King wish we 
would play Paris (there) ? 
4. Whose's "Elmer'' and who's 
"Pete"? We have three "Petes" and 
only one "Elmer'' on the squad. 
5. We wonder why the boys are so 
anxious to w'in their next game? Must 
be a big reason-anybody know? 
6. Coach Pricco had a "catch in the 
neck" at the last practice. Too much 
vacation? 
On Saturday afternoon a tea 
given in honor of Miss Emily Orcutt 
was held between three-thirty and &ix 
o'clock at the home of Mrs. E. L. 
Stover. Tea was poured by Frances 
Durgee and Margaret Servey. 
Wee Wonders 
What New Year's Resolutions did 
you make? 
Jolene Petty-"Not to talk so much." 
(It happened that Iolene soon lost her 
voice after making such a statement.) 
Laveta Pinnell-"Be 'in study pe-
riods." 
Katsie Kincaid-"To be on time to 
my 8 o'clock classes." (Katsie has been 
late every mornin,g sine~) . 
Gin William - "Resolved to make 
better grades." (Gin made many more 
but they are big secrets). 
Trude Foltz--"She is goin g t o stop 
staying up tili wee hours into the 
night, or should we say morning?" 
Maxine Rennels - "No more dirty 
jokes from my lips!" (Wee wonder if 
she has broken it yet.) 
Harriet Moore-"Not to giggle any-
more". 
Marg Morris--"To smile more broad-
ly." 
CORRECTION 
The Christmas stories in the last is-
sue were written by Robert Hallowell. 
Bea1;rice Widger's contribution will 
appear at a late date. 
VALENTINES 
Send her flowers this Valentine Day, 
February 14. Lee's Flower Shop. Phone 
39. 
C. W . HUCKL.EBERRY 
THE LEADING .JEWELER 
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DENTIST !
1 
DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat • • DENTIST i Charleston National Bank Bldg. i Hours: 8 to 12-1 to 5 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. j j People's Drug Store Bldg. 
_ Charleston, Ill. f Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762 j Charleston, Ill. 
. . 
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• Est. 1903 • 
1• ·12:00 to 6 :00 and 7:00 to 9:00 P.M. • Lenses Ground While You Wait • 604 1L2 s 1·xth st. Office Hours: 8-12-1-5 1 1~ 
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516% Sixth St. i OCULIST !office Hours 8 toi2:15 & 11:30 to 6:15 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON •
1 
Corner 8th and Jackson f. Saturday and Monday Nights 
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. Office and Residence Phones: Office, 69 ; Res. 380 
Phones: Office 218; Res. 160 l Phon~ 12 t 501 Jackson st. 
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Epsilon Pi Tau Holds Initiation Friday Evening 
· Fidelis Group Sponsors Dance Saturday; 
Annual Pledge Banquet is Held Monday 
Social News in Hues 
NOW THAT the flurry of CHRIST-
Fraternity Accepts Seven Members; 
Services Held in Practical Arts Building 
Banquet Is Held at Pemberton 
Hall; Vincent Kelly Chairman 
First School Dance lof 1935. 
MAS and NEW YEAR'S parties has ----------------
• passed, students can settle down to Annual Yule Dinner the routine of an occasional school Former EI Students 
Are Wed at Neog~ For Faculty Given party or dance and less frequent pri-1 vate parties. WITH THE' INTRODUC-
-- . I TION of a planned social calendar for 
, Fidelis sponsored two important so- The anual Fac~lty dinner was held the remainder of the year, students 
· cial functions over the week-end-an on Tuesday evenmg, December 18, at should find it much easier to plan for Miss Delores Wilson of Etna and. 
all-school dance in the gymnasi11m Pemberton Hall. One hundred ?.nd . 
1 
ts ALRE.ADY the new 
ht d th l b' al th' t · f ult b d f 1 socia even . saturday nig an e c u s annu 1r ~-six ac y mem ers an acu - year has gotten off to a good start with 
initiation banquet Monday 'night.. t~ Wives were ~resent. Ta?le d.~co,ra- j PEMBERTON HALL'S open house and 
Stanley Claybaugh of Waukesha, Wis., 
were married Sunday, December 23, 
in the Methodist parsonage at Neoga. 
Both the bride and bridegroom are 
former students of the College. Mrs. 
Claybaugh was graduated in 1932 from 
the two year course while Mr. Clay-
baugh received. his four year certifi-
cate last spring. 
Fifty-two couples attended the t10ns representmg somethmg about th FIDELIS all-school dance Sat-
dance, which was the first 'important Christmas 'in different lands, were ~ . ht 
one of the new year. Music was iur- made by II Art 32. ur ay rug · __ 
nished by Harold Brown's orchestra. FolloWing dinner, a program was 
Hours of the dance were from 8:30 presented which consisted of these fea-
to 12. Chaperons for the affair were tures: Miss Hupprich and Mr. Hobbs, 
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Heller, Mr. and a dance; Mr. Hobbs, an individL1.al 
Mrs. F. E. Boucher, and Mr. and Mrs. dance; Miss Neely, Miss Annabelle 
c. H. Coleman. Vincent Kelly head.- Thompson, Miss King and Miss Lit~~h­
ed the committee which had charge of field, portraying a school of expression 
all aiTangements. by means of recitations. . 
Four pledges were formally honored . Dancing was enjoyed after the pro-
as members at the banquet in the din- 1 gram. 
ing room of Pemberton Hall at 8 p . m . 
Those new members who were pledged Eighty-two Couples 
during- the Fall quarter and honored 
Monday evening are: Charles Austin, Attend Men's Formal 
Paul Weekley, Otho Quick, and Jim I __ 
Robertson. Jack Au.stin was toa.>t- Eighty-two couples attended. the an-
master of the evening·. Danc'ing was nual Men's Formal, sponsored by the 
enjoyed following the banquet. Varsity club, and held in the parlors 
The committee in charge of the af- of Pemberton Hall Friday night, 
fair was as follows: Jack Au.stin, :vrel- December 21. Richard. Day's orchestra 
vin Alexander, and Ralph Haddock. -the same which appeared here for 
Mr. Burris Attends 
Eastern Meeting 
the Homecoming dance under the baton 
of Herb Mahler-provided the music. 
Chaperons for this annual seasonal 
dance were: President and Mrs. R. G. 
Buzzard, Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Lantz, Mr. 
Quincy G. Burris of the English de- 1 and Mrs. F. A. Beu, and. Mr. and Mrs. 
partment represented. the Eastern State 1 H. F. Heller. 
English faculty at a meeting of the 
Modern Languages Association of 
America, held at The Benjamin Frank-
lin Hotel in Philadelphia, Tuesday, 
December 29 to Saturday, December 31. 
Faculty Children Are 
Guests of Miss McKay 
Miss Nathile McKay gave a Christ-
mas party at the Hall Wednesday, 
December 19, from four to five-thirty 
o'clock, for 35 children of faculty pro-
VISITORS TO AND FRO-
Margaret McOarthy was in Chicago 
during the Christmas ·vacation . . . 
Kathryn Walker was visiting in No-
komis over Christmas . . . Leroy Amyx 
was the guest of Dorothy Bonham in 
Decatur over the week-end ... Mary 
Richards visited in Kansas C'ity . · . . 
Bonnie Gher was the week-end guest 
of Mary Frances Heerma.ns at her 
home in Mattoon . . Elbert Field., 
former student treasurer and now a 
teacher at University High school, Ur-
bana-Champaign, visited in Charles-
ton on W ednesd.ay. 
Stanley, familiarly known as 
"Dutch ," was one of the r anking foot-
ball stars at EI. Mr. and Mrs. Clay-
baugh will make their home in 
Waukesha, Wis. 
Misses Royce, Harwood 
Are Holiday Hostesses 
Ruth Royce and Mary Alice Har-
wood were · hostesses at a holid:w tea 
given Frid'ay afternoon, December 28, 
at the former's home on Seventh 
street. During the tea thirty guests 
called. 
Tea was poured the first hm~r Ly 
Mary Elizabeth Weir and J osephine 
Thomas; the second hour, Louise Tym 
Simcox, Rolla Rand, Alvin Von Beh- and Elizabeth Irwin poured. 
ren, Jack Bisson, Max Bisson, Bruce 
Former students seen on the cam-
pu.s recently were: Mary Loretta Mc-
Carthy, Marjorie Digby, Stanley Was-
sem, Harold and Logan Fearn, Porter 
Schouten, George Wyeth, Pete Bar- I M Ch "lt C 
rick, and Kenneth Davis. ary 1 On reWS 
Mary Augu.sta Bratton, of Mattoon, Is Hostess to Partv 
was the guest of Mary Ft~nces Heer- __ " 
mans and K~therine Shores last week. 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Meehan of Kirks-
ville, Mo., attended the Varsity For-
mal. Mrs. Meehan is the former Lu-
cile Ennis and graduated from EI in 
'31. 
MARY ROSALIE BEAR 
ENTERTAINS FRIENDS 
Mitry Chilton Crews entertained a 
few friends at br'i.dge, Christmas Eve. 
Those present, besides the hostess 
were: Misses Dorothy Fuller, Mary 
Lee, Martha June White, Isabel Ba-rn-
field, and Louise Tym; Messrs. Jack 
Kincaid, George Wyeth, Fritz Miller, 
Max Summers, Jack Bisson and Witrd. 
Weiland. 
The first sessions of the meeting 
were given over to individual studies. 
On Friday the group were luncheon 
guests at Swarthmore college. A form-
al dinner and a smoker were given on 
fessors. Miss Mary Bear, 1142 Sixth street, Friday night with Henry Seidel Canby . McKay . t d b t'ne · d t b f 
. . M1ss was ass1s e Y was hostess to a few fnen s a a u - --
of the Saturday ReVIew of Literature J following girls of the Hall: Rose Marie fet supper, following the Varsity 1 Sunday, December 30, 1934, _ ~lor_-MISS WOOD IS HOSTESS 
as the speaker. h d 1 h f t' h t t · dgP. Th€1-e association takes in all the mod- Megaw, who ~ genera c arge o ne Formal Friday evening. ence Wood was os ess o a on ~ 
lit rary languages and the meet- party; Josephine Moulton, Dorothy Besides the hostess, those present party. The guests were Ruby Stall-~rn ·t elf is an excha~ge of scholarly Armes, Lola Hawkins, Anna Jones, and were: Misses Marguerite Iknayan, :ael- ings, Marion Mathas, and Thom::ts 
mg 
1
se M · · p · 1 c tt· h"m Ch b 1 · Refreshments of home opinions on general subjects announced afJone om man. 
1 
en Swanson, F orence o 1ng ' , am er am. 
a year before. Messrs. Buxton Clark: Le9.llyn Clapp, made candy were served. 
HARRY R. J ACKSO J Rex Hovious a.nd Bas1l Osborne. 
President Buzzard Gives Princi-
pal Address of Evening; 
Others Also Give Talks. 
The formal initiation of the Iota 
chapter of Epsilon Pi Tau, National 
Industrial Arts fraternity, was held. 
Friday evening in the Pract'ical Arts 
building. President Buzzard and Mr. 
Heller attended the initiation cere-
mony. 
The following seven members were 
admitted to membership: Lucien \V. 
Cox, Ralph C. Haddock, Vincent S . 
Kelly, James E. Lucier, Tilman !VI. 
Lockard, Ortho J . Quick, all stude!lts 
at EI, and Louis D. Atkins instructor 
of Indu.strial ATts, Central'i.a High 
school and a former summer school 
instructor at EI. 
A banquer, given in honor of the 
new members was held in the Rotary 
rooms following the initiation cere-
mony. President and Mrs. Buzzard, 
Mr. and Mrs. Heller, and the wives 
and friends of the members, were 
guests of the fraternity at the ban-
quet. 
Dr. Buzzard gave the principal ad-
dress of the evening. Mr. Ralph W. 
Sharp, the faculty sponsor gave an 
address of welcome. Vincent S. Kelly 
made the response for the new mem-
bers. 
ELEANOR STALLINGS 
IS WED CHRISTMAS 
--, 
Miss Eleanor Maxine Stallings, 
graduate of TO high school, was mar-
ried to Frederic L. Mock of Robinson at 
high noon on Christmas Day. The 
ceremony took place in the Stallings 
home in front of the Christmas tree. 
Welcome the New 
Year! 
Achieve chic with a new coiffure 
designed to express the new mode 
in hair styles! 
Originality is the keynote of the 
modern style of hair dress. 
Let us design a new coiffure 
JOHN REYNOLDS AND IS AMPUS VISITOI{ M d 
BERNICE GROO:fi'IS WED PROFESSOR FRENCH A Resolution 0 ern 
-- 1 Mr. and Mrs. Han-yR. Jackson spent DIES AT CARBONDALE 
In Terre Haute, Indiana, on Sunday, the week-end w'ith Mr. and Mrs. Ru~- ___ To personal friends I will 
especially for you. 
November 25, occur.red the marriage sell H. Landis. ~r. J~ckson, wr:o 1s Professor G. H. French, for 36 years give the most personal of all B t Sh p 
of John Reynolds, former EI student, attending the Uruvers1ty o~ .Ind1an_a, a member of the Southern Illinois gifts- my iPQrtrait. e a U y 0 
and Bernice Grooms, both of Char- was in. Charl_eston ~. _P~tlcip~t~ m Teachers college faculty and one of d• Marguerite Armstrong, Anna Lang, 
Jeston. the Epsilon Pi Tau ImtlatlOn __ ;':nday j the oldest educators and scientists in Sanders Stu 10 I Lois Weathers 
Mr. Reynolds attended college two night. I the state, died at Carbondale, January Phone 283 611 Sixth st. 1 Phone 
1501 years and was a member of Phi Sigma 2. He was 94 years old.. I 815 Monroe 
Epsilon. He 1s associated with his fath- Mr. Raymond Phipps '33, of Virden l-----------------1 L---------------• 
er in the grocery bu.siness here. was a visitor at EI Friday to take part 
The young couple will reside in Isa- in the Epsilon Pi Tau initiation. 
belle Court, in Charleston. 
COU ITRY LIFE CLUB 
PLANS FOR INITIA'TIONS 
The initiation of new members will 
be a feature O·f the . meeting of the 
Country Life club, Wednesday, January 
9 at 7:30 in Room · 17. A social pro-
gram has been prepared. by the pro-
gram committee with Norma Cox as 
chairman. 
WATCH PARTY GIVEN 
Ruby Stallings had as her guests at 
her home, 714 Johnson street, on New 
Year's Eve, Florence Wood, Marion 
Mathas, and Thomas Chamberlain. A 
two course buffet supper was se1-ved 
at midnight. 
Pemberton Hall held an open ho~se 
for about thirty guests Friday evening 
from 8 until 11:30. Bridge and danc-
ing were the mam diversions. I 
~----------------~ ' I F. E. BARNES, M. D. D . 0. 
OSTEOPATH 
Phones 526-194 
Rooms 5-6-7, Mitchell Block 
Charleston, Ill. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
MISS DAISY ICENOGLE 1 
WILL BE APRIL BRIDE 
-- I 
The engagment of Daisy Icenogle of 
Charleston to Anton L. Larson of Lin-
coln, Illinois, was announced at a 
luncheon on Friday, December 28. The 
wedding is to be in early April. Miss 
Icenogle is a former student of the 
college. 
Patronize the News advertisers. I I 
~------------------------. f 
Fresh Fmits and Vegetables- I 
We Always Have the Best. I 
CHARLESTON ~ ! 
FRUIT STORE I 
Phone 531 -oo•uoe-
BAND BOX DRY CLEANING 
Odorless-No Fading 
No Shrinking 
KIND TO YOUR CLOTHES 
Sunshine Laundry 
PHONE 39'7 
NEW GROCERY AND 
MARKET 
Lawyer's Grocery 
1020 Lincoln St. Phone 1478 
~---------------------• 
. 
Typewriters & Repairs 
EDWARD L. CHURCH 
505 North 22nd St. Mattoon, Illinois 
When You Are Hungry or Thirsty 
Try th~ 
COrner Confectionery 
PHONE 81 
Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store 
WELCOMES YOU! 
You 'II be surprised at the large stocks and the quality ~e 
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be satis-
factory. Everything for the girl. 
HOSIERY COATS 
UNDERWEAR DRESSES 
DRESS GOODS SPORTS WEAR 
HATS MUSIC 
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service 
at all times. Expert operator. 
ALEXANDER'S Moo~~~. Wed., Fri., s~. L------------------------------~ ------------------~ ' --------------------------------------------------------------~ 
-
"WATCH FOR THE 1935 FORD V-8 CARS" 
McARTHUR MOTOR SALES 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS PHONE 666 
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ing," said S. E. Thomas, head of the 1 
History depar tment in a talk before the i - By the Editor 
Discussion Club on Thursday evening, +·-·-·-·--·---.. ··--·-··-··- ··-·- ·- ··-+ 
December 20. The t itle of the talk was FULL LENGTH PORTRAIT-
"Laissez Faire Doctrine and Rugged 
Individualism i~ ~.conom~c Theory ~nd Quite pos ibly the mo t satisfying of all 
Our Present Life. At It~ conclusiOn, leisurely pursuits is a hobby which is so important 
Mr. Thomas left t he meetmg open for I t . b t f ·t questions and discussion. as 0 ,ecome a pa~ o I s 
In the open forum discussion Mr. owner per onahty. Of 
Tay:or, head of the Mathematics de- course, We do not contend 
partment, demanded in response to a that a hobby is one of 
challenge to think about the situation: the prime nece sities in 
"How many of us can think about it?" life. But it i certainly 
Mr. Thomas admitted that people do an enviable and enrich-
not. know exactl~ ~here to t~~ but inO' addition. Such i the 
Tuesday, J anuary a, 1935 
Readers Revue 
By Evelyn Hallowell 
Delay in the Sun by Anthony Thorpe 
(Doubleday, Doran and Company, 
$2.50) is the J anuary choice of the 
Literary Guild. This novel is centered 
on the idea that if you interrupt a 
man in the middle of his life you sur-
prise him, so to speak, in the middle 
of a sentence. We are always on our 
way somewhere. The story deals with 
the break in a bus journey through 
Spain, and with what happens to peo-
ple when something unexpected hap-
pens. 
Member 
National Scholastic 
Member 
Illinois College 
advised that preJudice be ellmmated, <=> -
that we remain open-minded, not be . property of ~r. ~lenn I~. 
led astray by buncombe and that we Seymour. His pursuit 
try to think. ' of pleasure at leisure'' 
Irish poetry-The House of Titans 
and Other Poems, by A. E. George 
Russell, (The Macmillan Company, I $1.50) is a new volume of Irish poetry. 
A. E. is of a humble background and 
his treatment of the king-princess 
theme is not as romantic or as snobbish Press Ass'n. Press Ass'n. 
TUESDAY, JANUARY 8, 1935 Glenn H. Seym.our 
Mr . Seymour of the Social Science consi t , as most of you 
department observed: that the picture know, in coUecting rec-
drawn in the talk given b:V Mr. Tho~as ords featuring composi-
precluded the end of pnvate cap1tal. tions of the great mas-
"~oks_ like a pict':lre of Ro~e's fall, ters. Several of these 
With different details," he said. · 
Mr. Thomas summed up the theme record we~e played dunng one of the rec~nt 
las that of such writers as Yeats. A. E. cannot avoid the cliche. There is end-
less repetition of such phrases as 
"What multitude," " 0 what was in the 
being," "For what immortal things." 
Irish poetry seems to be in the twilight. 
Subsidizing Quiz Produces 
Fog of Theory 
of his discussion with the answer "It chapel periods. .And Mr. Seymour gets genrune 
looks t o me like a different typ~ of pleasure out of his hobby. Not only that, but he 
ownership." is enthusiastic about the masters' works in their 
Those who admire both Charles 
Lamb and E. V. Lucas will welcome At 
the Shrine of Charles Lamb, (Dutton, 
$2.00). This book consists of various 
brief papers on Lamb or subjects relat-
ed to Lamb that E. V. Lucas has writ-
ten during his whole career. They are 
casual, trivial, and mildly entertain-
ing, and they pretend to be no more 
than that. The best of them is "The 
Evolution of Whimsicality." 
Delirium attached to the most explo ive of 
all college bombshells-the subsidizing of college 
athletes-was reduced to so~ething approaching 
sanity during the holidays. Peace came to rest upon 
the shoulders of the National Collegiate Athletic 
as ociation-but not before a succession of dramas 
in the vanguard. Dr. Howard J. Savage of the Car-
negie Foundation provided the most sensational. He 
revealed that his organization had spent $103,000 
to purify college athletics ·without accomplishing 
anything. The author of this revelation can prob-
ably take some pride in the fact that his investiga-
tion was at least ''savage.'' Brutality aside, how-
ever, and we find that the upshot of the whole 
affair is thi : the $103,000 inquiry was not ''worth 
the candle. '' Dr. Savage will tell you that, too. 
The material was especially pertinent infrequent expo'Sures to a none too receptive 
to the d:bating work being done by the American audien_ce. For instance-but wait, 
debaters club. while we get into our proper niche. 
The aforementioned NCAA proved this to a 
nicety. Meeting expressly for the purpose of put-
ting some estimate on the question of proselyLing, 
The Soap Box 
Students and faculty members 
are invited to cla.mber upon the 
soa.p box andl give vent to their 
opinions on anything printed in 
the News, problems around school, 
or national topics which may have 
a bearing on colleges. Please limit 
letters to 150 words. All communi-
cations mu8t bea.r the signature of 
the writer. The News assumes no 
responsibility for opinions expressed 
in this column. 
it arrived at nothing. A ten point resolution was New Year's Resolution 
adopted which revolved itself into a treatise of Dear Soap Box: 
'' justi:fiables and unjustifiables. '' For:r instance, they A long line of tired looking persons before the reserve desk in the library 
found it justifiable to permit athletes to work-as on Satuxvday afternoons reminds me 
long as they give full return in work and receive that a correction might be made to re-
the arne rate of pay given other student . Too it lieve that congestion. I have found it 
i ju tifiable to '' adverti e'' the irtue · of a par- helpful to appear in the library at some 
ticular schooi through talks and solicited state- time when the catalogue is not much 
ment . But it is unjustifiable for an athlete to re- in demand and write down the r.alllet-
cei any direct monetru.--y sub idy; to employ pros- ters of books I want to get. I do not 
pective athlete ; to permit a boy to compete in ath- hol? up . a whole line then with long 
letic · who has been in effect hired for that pur- deh~eratl~ns at the. catalogue on what 
. . ' ' . I thmk Will be a smtable book. 
po e.; to sohcit athletes; to promi e favor:r to pros-~ Try helping yourself and many 
p ctive athlete ; or to accept athletes who have others by knowing what you want when 
b en encouraged by alumni groups, organization , you go to the desk. 
or other group emanating from that particular -R. c. 
college. And now, whg1 can say ongre sional in-
vestigations are the only futile attempts of their 
kind~ 
Planning Our Social Program 
When the recreation committee of the ollege 
announced la t week that a balanced social calen-
dar would be arranged for the remainder of the 
y ar, one of the important points your News has 
been plugging for was realized. Throughout the 
la t chool year the ews clamored for ju t such 
an arrangement. The abundance of social events 
pr ceding important holidays with a succeeding 
carcity of entertainment, has been one of the un-
plea ant probl ms at EI for some time. 
The recreation committee plans to meet with all 
011:ganization presidents in the near future to out-
line the propo ed calendar. The committee made 
another important rule, that of requiring all dances 
and parties to be properly chaperoned. 1\tJ:ember 
of the committee who are responsible for this b ene-
ficial innovation are: Mr. MacGregor, chairman; 
Mi 1\tJ:cKay, Mr. Heller, Florence Wood, Vincent 
Kelly, and Gerald Royer. 
What's Wrong With This Picture? 
That di tribution of scholarship honor doe not 
follow any trict order- as if anyone supposed it 
did-wa proved when honor student lists were re-
lea i folloiWing the Fall term's completion. But 
that the fre hmen and senior cornered mo t of the 
honor i le · credible. High honor student num-
ber d thirty. Twelve o.f them were freshmen and 
ev n were seniors. Still another was on a post-
graduate cour e. Thereby, only ten students win-
ning high honors are classed as sophomore or 
junior . The junior class, with almost one hundred 
tudent on its roster, placed only three on the high 
honor roll. 
There was a striking correlation between high 
honor and honor li t . eventeen freshmen gained 
honor compared to ten successful seniors. Ten 
ophomore and seven juniors round d out the 
honor roll. In both cases the junior cla ~ pl aced 
the £ewe t representatives and the fresh men most. 
So You Can't Be Pleased? 
Who insisted that we interv1ew 
campus celebrities? We already !mow 
all about them. They are sly but suc-
cessful students. They rush .~or the 
front rows and guarantee an :-tnswer 
to any question. They have winnin~ 
sm'iles which are as good as prP.parr.d 
lessons any day. They haven't time to 
study, the long hours are devoted to 
ping-pong·. Neither (I hope) will they 
have time to be interviewed. Why 
should they? They have rated every 
issue of the News and are often reacly 
to sue the staff if their names do not 
appear four or five times. '3o give 
them space where they belong, on the 
humor page. Without them that page 
would read like Huey Long's obitual y. 
H.B.W. 
Tush! Tush! Professor! 
To the Soap Box: 
A very disagreeable situation has 
been called to our attention and some-
thing must be done about it. It seems 
that an embryo professor around these 
parts was telling his class just exactly 
what was expected of it. 
"One thing which I will not tolerate," 
said he, "Is the use of incorrect gram-
mar, and those kind of things.·• 
We have looked at this statement 
from every possible angle (having even 
(Continued on Page 7) 
Wisdom and Words 
"Banking as a business career is 
dead"-James P. Warburg, of Bank of 
Manhattan. 
"The poetry produced by American 
college students today is more discip-
lined and promising than it ever was 
in the past."-Louis Untermeyer, poet. 
Three everyday words you should 
be acquainted with-comprisal---e-pi-
tome; incredulous-unbelieving; educe 
-to draw forth. 
PICTORIALS-
Last week while talking to Mr. Seymour, 
he broached the subject of operas, specifically, 
the current radio• '' first-nighting'' of Giuseppe 
Verdi' "La Traviata," which was presented 
Saturday. After explaining the simplicity 
and refinement of the opera he treated us with 
whistled samples of the leading melodie . In-
cluded among them were ''Brindisi'' (Drink-
ing song), two lo-ve-duets, and a chorus selec-
tion. 1\.fr. 8eymour was proving to us that, 
contrary to popular belief, many operas-par-
ticularly '''rraviata''-need not be ''under-
sto,od'' and m~y be appreciated for their sheer 
beauty. ~Ir. Seymour succeeded. VV 'vore 
planning three days ahead to hear tho Tibbet-
.Pon elle interpretations. 
FOREIGN PHOTO 
lsrafel: The Life and Times of Allen 
Poe by Hervey Allen (Farrar and Rine-
hart, $3.50) is one of those charming 
biographies which is neither too heav-
ily documented nor too lightly treated. 
It is one of those happy mediums that 
are so delightful. One critic pro-
phesies that lsrafel will be read long 
after Anthony Adverse is forgotten. 
Sir Norman Angell, who was recent-
ly awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, is 
working on a new book, Peace and the 
Plain Man, which will be published bY 
Harpers early in the Spring. The Un-
seen Assass·n, published by Harpers in 
1932 and Chaos to Control (Appleton-
Century, 1933) are Sir Norman Angell's 
most recent works. More than twenty-Lil~e many of those who delve into "hobby- five years ago he wrote The Great Al-
land, '' he ha · several and not just one. Hunting Iusion to prove that war is a game in 
is another prized by him. T here are many who which everyne loses. 
find comfort in hobby-changing. \Ve cite Pr i- New books to look forward to: fiction 
dent Hobinson o.f City College, New York. Paint- The Elaghin Affair, Ivan Bunin· Th' 
inO', etching, and sculpturing in tarn have b en .Julius Caesar Murder Case, WaUac: 
hi· intere ·t . lie is adept at all, it i said, although Irwin, (Appleton-Century Company)· 
, _. lf . . . Modern Lady, Grace Perkins, (Farra; 
he charges h1mse with being equally bad In all. and Rinehardt)· Shabb T" H 
A d h l h h b 
. ,1 , Y Iger, oward 
n t en ~ 1ere. are t ose w o e.com.e so Intere~te.u. Spring, CCovici, Friede); and non-
and profiCient In a hobby that It becomes a hfe ·s I fiction, M:ana.ging Your Mind, Joseph 
work. Joe Rol~naitis, :roted the. most :raluable Jostrow <?reenberg) and .Prince Rupert 
football player In the Little 19 this year, IS a tal-l t~e Cavalier, Clennell Wilkinson (Lip-
e.nted violin maker-by hobby only. But he prob- pmcott). 
ably could make it hif? vocation. New books for children include A 
R OGUE'S GALLERY-
W e probably should keep our smug li ttle 
nose out of the hullabalo1o over the sub idiz-
ing of athletes, but h~re goes. It is really 
none of our business whatever, since the prob-
lem could not be applied to our own campus. 
To illust rate our sincerity, we do· hope Dr. 
Savage did nort spend one modest dime in in-
vc tigating EI 's athletic policy. We'll bot 
that sa1ne dime- if somehow we can lay hold 
of it-that it was wasted. But it does seem 
to us that people will just have to get u sed to 
another form of marketable goods-the ath-
l ete of worth. The whole affair brings into 
play another law of economics-utility, which 
we imagine will triumph in the long run. 
+M- II- II- 11- II- 11- II- 11- .. 1- IIIM- II- II- 11- II-tll- 11-tii- NI-11+ 
(Vater Under the Bridge 
+·-··-··-··-··-··-~~~~-~~·-··-····-··-··-··-ll·-··-··-··-··-·+ 
TEN YEARS AGO 
Week of J anuary 5-12 
EI defeated Rose Poly by a 28 to 9 score. rrhir-
teen EI men saw action in the game. 
The Men's hristmas dance was held in the 
gymnasium December 19. 
Mi s Edith Levake accepted a position in the 
Training school. 
ONE YEAR AGO 
W eek of January 9-16 
An art exhibit of water colors and o~il paint-
ings by Ralph Wickiser was on display in the Art 
room all week. 
One hundred couples attended the Varsity 
Club Formal. 
The Panthers trimmed St. Viator by a 42 to 34 
score in conference debut. 
Student tart the New Year with sol mn 
promises to ''keep u p in th~ir work t h is year. '' 
First Bible, illustrated by Helen Sewell 
(Oxford University Press, $2.50); Miki 
and Marj, the . third in a series, by 
Maude and MISka Petersham, (The 
Viking Press, $2.50); Three .Japanese 
Mice and Their Whiskers, by Lois Lig-
nell and Betz Princehorn, (Farrar and 
Rinehart, $1.50) ; and The GOOd 
Friends, by Margery Bianco, (The Vik-
ing Press, $1.75). 
+ -•n- ••- ••-••- •• n • ••- ••- ••-n-•+ 
J The Elephant's Child I 
- I +·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·+ 
What is you.r opinion of J. Paul 
Reed's criticisms? 
.Allen Pattison '36-I refuse to say. 
You tell me and maybe I will agree 
with you. 
Mr. Guinagh- Puto Josephum Paul-
urn non semper edid'isse opiniones E>r-
roneas quam quam aliquondo zelo 
immaturo collegium et professores 
iam vituperavit. Non est den0gan-
dum. Domino Reed privilegium pub-
licandi opiniones! 
Mr. Angus-Paul Reed within the 
confines. of h'is meagre experience, 
shows flashes of brilliance in his at-
tempted criticisms. 
Loren Barnett, '36-Something must 
be working on him! The only thing he 
seems to be satisfied with is ,J. Paul 
Reed. 
Brookharts '37 and '38 - J. Paul 
Reed's criticisms show no extensive 
knowledge on his part of the subjects 
he criticizes. He'd find something 
wrong with the angels! 
Dorothy Bonham '36-I do not bite 
the hand that grades my English pa-
pers. 
Roy Wilson '36 - Mr. Reed has :J. 
knack of shoutin,g what others only 
grumble. In Pitkin phraseology, "More 
Power to h im!" 
· Bercaw O'Hair '36-I glory in some 
one who will express his thoughts. 
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l Heckler Gets Poetic-But Redeems Himself! Elmer Joins Interviewing Staff; J. P. The Last Trump I ''This, Partner, Is Our Trick" 
EDUCATION AT THE CROSS ROADS 
Professor Colse-ybur Looks Forward to 1935 
(X Marks the Spot of One-rOOIJll School) 
by 
Hellandrhemagh Colseybur 
1935 will have 365 days. If all of these days 
were placed end to end, they would reach to 
New Year's Day, 1936. But don't be a larmed! 
we shall not blow our whistle until we hear 
the other fellow toot. 
Education is at the cross-roads. In case Prof Colseybur 
you drive by, look! Some day you, I 
too, may be at the cross-roads. Nero 
once said: "The bigger the fiddle, the 
louder the squeak." Is there any 
doubt that education is our third 
greatest industry when chewing gum 
and cosmetics are the first? Is there 
any doubt that the bigger the car, the 
more gas it takes to run it? (cf. "Gas, 
Gases, and More Gas," by Newton and 
Greenup) . So it is with education. 
Yet do not be alarmed. At every 
cross-roads there is also a filling sta-
tion. Stop, or you, too, may run short 
of gas. 
In the good old days the world was 
more simple. Only a few short de-
cades ago there were no term papers, 
pract ice teaching, or democrats. 
Imagine a world without them today. 
With these new inventions have come 
new needs. That's why, as 1935 dawns, 
we are still at the cross-roads. No 
one knows what 1935 will bring forth. 
There is a nigger .in every wood pile. 
But we must · prepare. We must face 
the future unscared. It's a wise teach-
er who knows when to yell fire! Mod-
ern education tells us that if you just 
say "a conflagration is apparent," 
everyone will walk out quietly and no 
one will get burnt. 
ago we ran the ad, "Come home, 
Tripp; all will be forgiven." Now that 
Tripp has come, we hasten to ad, "for-
given and forgotten." 
Did you hear about Roy and John 
getting "terribly" seasick crossing tile 
ocean? 
You May B e Next. 
Mr. Scruggs is still work'ing on t he 
skulls of fishes. 
Cursed be she who first burns a cig-
arette hole in the new furniture. 
Gnue to Guinagle, it's all the same 
person to Mr. Guinagh. 
Sometimes we wonder whether our 
crowd is booing the crackerbo'x cr the 
re,feree! • 
We 'is all friends, isn't we? Isn't we ? 
We say, isn't we? Signed: 0. P. F. 
( The Pan 
Points An 
Accusing Finger 
at ... .. 
Reed His First Victim: But Read It! 
A fool I am, 
A dunce I be, +·-··~··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··---·-·+ 
\ EI's EAGLE-I 1 But there are others Just like me. 
Library scene: The Eagle I read1.o.g 
the Tr'ibune. I thought his jokes 
sounded familiar . . . A librarian op-
ening a book the wrong way . . . Mr. 
Robert Shiley reading the Life . . 
The Elephant's Child just sitting . . . 
Students checking out books 
Stl:ange creatures, these college stu-
dents. 
i s I p 
Famous Reviewer for News Bests 
Elmer in Every Verbal Ex-
change-Except One! 
1 I D ear Elmiree: 
Charleston, Illinois, 
January 7, 1934. 
How did youse guys know we ain't 
Kollitch girls. 
This week's Royal Order pin goes. to 
that eminent giver of GQvernment ed-
ucation - Mr. Thomas. His proteges 
a r e going to carry lunch pails if 
morning classes are kept any longe:r. 
Heard over Christmas vacation -
Loan me five dollars and yule-tide 
me · over for a week-or last week. 
There are differences of opbion·-
did George Henry O·r M. M. write that 
letter to the Soap-Box? 
There are Royal Order pins ·- all 
done up in pink and gold. Jo Moul-
ton rece'ived the first one. 
Here's Play on Words 
Plus Words on Play! 
CAST 
Father Parrot .... Crank Haughton 
Elizabeth Parrot ...... Sorma Nearer 
Her Sister ........ O 'Maureen Sulivan 
Capt. Cook ................ Falph Rorbes 
Bob Brown .................... Freddy June 
And the Sixteen sons of Mr. 
Parrot. 
Scene: Winter in Nu Yawk; 1890. 
Act I. 
i E 
I s I 
I i 
+ 1- 11- ll- 11- 11- 111- ll- ll.._lft-11- ·M- IIl-1.,1, 
We established what we think may 
be a record. We have written about 
it to Ripley. We got postcards back 
from both people to whom we sent 
Christmas greetings. Can you equal 
it? We challenge you. 
I joined the News staff last week and 
they told me to get a innerview of J . 
Paul Reed so I did. •This is the first 
question ·I ask him. You think you're 
perty smart doncha? He answered, 
My dear fellow barring your ichthyic 
presence I cannot comprehend your 
exuberance of puerile enthusiasm and 
if there is naught else in your cerebrum 
I say aufvedersayin. (He tole me how 
t o spell all them words like he thought 
I didn't know.) I said back thas all-
There ought to be something done right JP, don't apolozgize. I felt like 
about having three days of school the that once two. Try bike arbonate of 
first week after vacation. We haven't \ sody when you get home. You got to 
enough classes to rest up from our va- show these guys around here you know 
cation. somepu~. He answered back of all the 
nonsens1cal tommyrot! Had you ac-
Webster's Too Unabridged Dictionary 
villian-opposite of excavation 
chassis-runs after 
pillow--ocean wave 
adore-exit 
~ave 
chimney-used with crickets as a by-
word 
hare-not there 
gnaw-negative ejaculation 
pun-outside of a hot dog sandwich 
rhet-a vermin 
miser-a male cat 
batter-a boast or dare 
jelly-hearty food fellowship 
Dispair-gamblers' colloquial for dice 
ridge-not poor 
freight-p. p. of fear 
joker-a tie 
spick-to converse. 
Bob Gumm in the new Phi Sig house 
noticed there wasn't any light bulb in 
one room but he wasn't perturbed. 
"That's the day room." 
quired the erudishun that I have you 
would fair much better in this world. 
What a pity we cawn't all be intelli-
gent. They tell me your tongue is acid 
as Voltares. You really ought to try 
that sody. He answered kinda dry like. 
Well Voltare did have a few cracks in 
his time. I found out that JP is not 
an unconshus objector by askin him a 
few questions. 
Q. Should we have more fakulty 
plays? Answer yes or no. A. I object. 
Q. Shall we have more Savvy the 
harpist on our entertainment corse? 
Answer yes or no. A. I object. 
I got mad by this time and I says to 
myself I'll get him this time. 
Q. You think you're a sinik I sup-
pose? Answer yes or yes. A. I don't 
think-! knew it all the time, I says 
quick as a flash . Thanks for telling me 
everything. 
I hear the P em Hall girls are hold-
ing open house this week sometime. 
ll lllll!!ll! l t!l!!l!llllllll!l!!llll!lll!ll!!iliiil!!lil!il!illl@lllll!l!!!l!!lllllil!l!!ll!!l!l!!tniDUJUDUUDI! @ III@I III! i !i !iil ! !l!l !!!!!l 
If some of the films we have seen of 
Lib's Sis: Father, Father, may I go late were weigned in the balance they 
They sure are brave girls to do that 
this kind of weather. I think I'll stay 
at home by the fire. 
(As it reveals itself). Down to the corner to m eet my would be found wanton. 
beau? 
The day is . at hand when we must 
prepare ourselves more and more with 
less and less. It was not so with the 
Pilgrim fathers; they needed only a 
Sunday suit. Modesty keeps me from 
committing myself too hastily. Yet, all 
factors point to the fact that the ap-
pearance of the great book, "The Phil-
osophy of Hitch-hiking," will be the 
outstanding event of what may be an 
otherwise uneventful year, A. D., 1935. 
Did you have a good Christmas? The \ 
Pan doesn't believe in SANTA CLAUS, Mr. P arrot : No Mam, No mam, you New Year's Day Hitch-hiker's Tragedy 
so HAPPY NEW YEAR I can't go ' 2 Charleston? 
You would think this was a convict 
school if you knew how many cage 
games they have played already. May-
be it is. I don't know. 
Why Not Believe It? I Our first and last NURSERY Twinkle, twinkle, little star, 
Wilson and Black have retnnl<'d I How I wonder what you are, 
CRIME 
from a three months' tour of the east. 'Way up in the sky so high 
w. Coleman covered the same terr i- Gosh, what an altitude! 
tory in twenty-four hours. ---· 
Lincoln ad: "Pal Day Gamblin~ soc·' . 
Its always a gamble to find the fel-
low with the 30c. 
Our idea of a PARASITE: Have 
your best friend choose the gift for 
"both girls," or choosing the same gift 
for both "girls." ! 
our own debate topic suggestion: NEW YEAR'S FIRST LINES; for) 
'Can We Be Poorer in 1935 than in I One Night Stands: 
1934?' 1. Never mention HENRY, VER-
We always have to wait for the 
alumni to return at Christmas time to 
find out wpat teaching is really like. 
REAU, and SPENCE all in one breath 
2. Get OLE POKER FACE a new 
set of molars for his back-biting. 
3. Never accept less than 35c from 
SOCKLER or 50c from KELLY for 
Again we tip our derby to that great 
1 
publicity. 
little lady of the press, Miss Lcallyn 4. Be sure that FIDELIS and PHI 
Clapp. Not since the days of :Minnie SIGS are amply complimented. 
Blair and Elizabeth Neil have we tip- ---
ped it more gallantly. Now PEMBERTON HALL ls "on the 
carpet," or "on the rugs," take your 
Do not honor rolls usually contain choice! 
the names of those killed in action? 
In Case Your Party Isn't a Success 
So the chaperons are go'ing to be 
held responsible for student func-
tions? 
Among our MODEST NEWCOMERS , 
who have resolved to do or die for EI 
Hilah Moss, Aileen Helton, and Wilson 
McClane. All three at last count had 
decided to "do" EI for all they could. 
Down to the corner to meet your 2 B sure 1 ! 
Beau! 2 flats. 
(Here there comes a rapping, tap- 2 hours. 
ping at the door). 2 class? 
Mr. Parrot: Who's that knocking at 2 late. 
my door? 2 bad!! 
Bob Brown: Tis Bob Brown. Let 
me in. 
Mr. Parrot: Not by the hair of my 
ch'iny chin chin! 
Bob: Then I'll huff and I'll puff 
and I'll blow the door in. 
Mr. Parrot: You'll do no huffing and 
puffing unless you've gargled today, 
Suh! 
Bob : Curses. (leaves). 
Act II 
Scene I: Captain Cook. 
Scene II: Mr. Parrot and 
Cook. 
Scene III: Captain Cooked. 
Act III. 
Capt. 
Enter the 16 sons to see Miss Par-
rot. 
1st Son: How! 
2nd Son: How! 
16th Son: And how! 
Mr. Parrot: Get thee hence. You 
disturb my pet daw-tah! 
Elis.: (Sotto Voce) You rat. 
Elis.: (Scotto Voce) You rat. 
Rest of company: Heckle. Heckle. 
Act IV 
Mr. Parrot failing to swear by a 
Cockroaches Like 
Educational Diet 
It's the glue that gets 'em! Gets 
what? The cockroaches in the 
textbook library. Harassed fac-
ulty members seeking a new way 
to entice students to imbibe of the 
contents of textbooks will be sure 
to find in this incident a hint. 
The cockroaches residing in 
the textbook library are of an in-
qUiring mind or so it appears. 
Their favorite t extbook is Fra zier 
and Armentrout's Introduction to 
Education. They like this book 
so well that cookies put out by 
Mr. Shafer were of no interest to 
them. They preferred the edu-
cational studies. Incidentally the 
cookies were poisoned. 
Guess we'll have to get our ~yes off 
the new cars _and do some studying. 
And like the "drunk" who was wring- stack of TC Newses to stop wheezing 
ing clothes on New Year's Eve, we're (this causing a draft which endanger-
"Wringing in the new, and wringing out ed Eliz), Elizabeth elopes. 
the old. Happy rinsing!" Act V. 
Glue in the textbooks is a fav-
orite diet of cock roaches and that 
of this particular one seems to be 
a particularly attractive kind. The 
next time you get an education 
book with a spotted, cover, don't 
blame the person who had it 
ahead of you. Remember the 
studious cockroaches. This column, which always appears 
with the best wishes of the English 
department, points with pride to the 
fact that English 20 was not .=t. pipe 
course. 
We understand that Mr. Burris 
heard Lily Pons at the Metropolitan 
but forgot to yell - "Helloa, Mr. Sey-
mour, are you listenin'?" 
In Rlatrospect 
He was a pr'incely, princely gent; 
TC HIGH GRADUATES 
LEAD HONOR WINNERS 
Seventy-four students received either 
high honors or honors for the Fall 
term. High honors were awarded 30 
students while 44 students gained honor 
Eliz. Sis: What are you going to do, 
Faw-thaw? 
16 sons: What are you going to do? 
Eliz. Sis : Are you going to join t.he 
Foreign Legion? 
Mr. P arrot: No! I'm going to EI. L ess 
chance cf getting shot. 
Curtain. 
scholarships. s ee c. P. Coon, 408 Sixth St., for 
TC high school graduates led the 
field in the matter of winning scholar- quality watch, clock and jewelry re-
Lo'lk for placards saying, "We ad-
vertise in T eachers College News. 
Shoe Repairing Neatly Done 
BRADING'S 
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP 
417 Seventh St. Phone 173 
Elmer. 
Here Lies Story of 
EI's 'Unknown' Club 
Women may have the gift of gab, 
but it is the masculine portion of the 
faculty that has for the last three 
y.ears sponsored an organization for 
supplementary classroom lectures with 
further discussion of its own. 'This is 
the Discussion club. 
Howard DeF. Widger of the English 
department, the club's only officer, re-
ports as secretary that members have 
never given it much publicity-hence 
the ignorance of its existence on the 
part of so many students. Faculty, 
professional, and business men consti-
tute the membership, new members be-
ing added by invitation. 
Each first and third Thursday of the 
month from 7:30 to 9:00, one member 
presents a paper and acts as chairman 
of an informal discussion. Edson H. 
Taylor of the Mathematics department 
will speak at the next meeting. 
EATS, DRINKS, CONFECTIONS, 
GROCERIES, VEGETABLES, 
MEAT 
Where E. I. and Sout}l: Charleston 
Buy Their Eats 
Meet Your Friends Here 
LINCOLN INN 
DELICATESSEN 
Phone 73 706 Lincoln Ave. 
Drastic Reductions 
in Millinery, 
Ready-to-Wear, etc. 
H~ got more greetings than he sent! 
ship honors. Five TC grads won high pairin g at moderate prices. All work 
honors, the freshmen placing two, the guaranteed. 
sophomores two, and the seniors, one. ·----------------------------------~• at 
She was a lovely, lovely dame, 
The kind six fellows loved the ~a me ! 
They were a princely, lovely pair; 
And both were happy-we don't care! 
And thank you, dear Santa, that the 
fellows from EI didn't ball up our 
home town dates at ChristiiULS tim e. 
News advertising pays. Two months 
Twelve TC graduates won honors. 
Forty-four high schools were repre-
sented in the scholarship lists. 
GRADUATE VISITS EI 
Vernon B aker, former student of 
the College, and now assistant Sup-
erintendent of Schools at Park Ridge, 
Ill., was a visitor on the campus Fri-
day, December 21. 
MOORE TIRE & BATTERY SERVICE 
Goodyear Tires Marlatt Batteries 
PHONE 839 
For Prompt Battery and Tire Service 
Starling-Lighting-Ignition 
417 Madison Street On Route 16 
The Vogue 
.Shop 
Final Clearance 
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Miss Thomson Lauds Browsing Nook 
In Library; Tells of Librarian Career 
In This World 
Or a Column of Revelations Con-
cerning 'Little Known Facts 
''So Red the Rose'' Presents Intimate 
Impressions of Civil War Family _Life 
By Muriel Edwards Writes for News About Well Known Things.' 
"B . (By Mrs. Kedley '36) by the unavoidable accent. They 
rowsmg facilities are absolutely 
essential in a college library," said Oysters, peans, buttons, cuttle-bone The flower -of Southern hospitality treated their slaves as perfect gentle-
Miss AnnabeUe Thomson, Assistant for canaries, India ink, ship-destroying never dies, regardless of the adversities men. They were too, too perfect. Th~y 
Librarian. "It is necessary for the stu- "worms," "devil fish" with all their of war and reconstruction. "We South- cast an air of unreality about them. 
dent to have actual contact with some fabled terribleness, and poet inspiring erners, my dear sir, were born gentle- Even those going to the devil did it 
of the books for leisure reading. He nautili are all supplied by one o.f the men." nicely and quietly. 
can select one from a group of books great groups of the animal kingdom- With the Civil War as a backdrop Into this idyllic setting came the 
which is actually before him when he the Phylum Mollusca. These features Stark Young gives us a review of the war. All the "flowers of chivalry" 
can find nothing of interest in a card alone are of sufficient interest, but Old South at it~ he~ght in So Red the hurried off to be killed. While they 
catalogue. Our own accommodations this group of animals possesses many Rose. The war Itself he leaves to mo~e were being killed their families kept on 
along this line are limited, due to lack other forms of striking interest. There able historians. He is interesteci m with the round of parties, balls and 
of sufficient space. Such facilities are are diver-destroying-clams that weigh "the folks back home." · dinners as best they could. A South-
entirely lacking at Illinois Wesleyan, nearly half a ton. There are others The author wants to prove that kill- erner may be down but never socially 
while the students at Normal have ac- whose individual shells furnish window ing a few men and freeing a few slaves out, so says the author. With unpar-
cess to about 100 books of fiction and panes for churches, and still others could not rob the Southern aristocracy relleled bravery, the women suffer the 
readable non-fiction. At the Univer- that lay down a "smoke screen" in the of its birthright of breeding, nor kill privation of war and its attendant 
sity of South Dakota the browsing col- water and swim by the sudden ejection the spirit of generous hospitality. The horrors. Out of the welter of charac-
lection consists of one shelf of about At the request of the editors, Walter of water which pushes the animal story opens at the eve of the Civil War. ters Sallie Bedford emerges as a true 
35 books. M. Scruggs of the Science department along as a skyrocket is propelled. In No w~ere else could the damask gleam personality-a symbol of spirit of the 
Browsing Collection is Valuable has written a column of "little known addition, this phylum furnishes a, so satmy or th~ silver shine_ so bright- Old South that can not die. With her 
"It is impractical," Miss Thomson facts about well known things." Feel- racket whereby dishonest Chinese can ly as they do m the manswns of the we endure the insults of Northern 
continued, "to admit students to the ing that there is definite interest in swindle their ignorant and supersti- McGehees .. They and t~eir kin were privates and insolent, freedom-drunk 
stack ro?ms and, as far as I know, this I the "light science" of things in our tious country-men. Indeed! there is owners of nver plantations up and slaves. In the end she survives, and 
system 1s not followed by any large life, we present "In This World." so much color among the Mollusca that down the river in Mississippi. They goes about her gracious way. The other 
college library. However, the know- · they shou~d be the emblem of those were such perfect folk. They used per- character of interest was the amusingly 
ledge acquired by simply seeing and p people who hold a colorful personality feet English, only slightly tempered grotesque Mary Cherry. She is the 
handling books, even if they are not egasus Ponders above all else. one who always says what the others 
read, makes a browsing collection --- When Oysters Were Oysters! Four New Ma o-azines are thinking. The war brought her 
valuable." Crossing Brooklyn Ferry How would you like to buy an oyster o freedom. She enjoyed the whole af-
The sympathetic interest with which Flood-tide below me! r see you f2.ce large enough to furnish a meal for Received At Library fair greatly. She smuggled out medi-
Miss Thomson attacks the library dif- to face your entire family? If you had lived ___ cines, scolded the Northern generals, 
ficulties of the student is partly a re- Clouds of the west-sun there half an a few million years ago, you could have With the . beginning of the year, the and in every way made herself ob-
sult of her recent first hand know- hour high-! see you also face to I gone down to the Kroger store and library has added four new magazines jectionable-but she was related to the 
ledge of these problems but it is chief- face. purchased one a foot and a half in to its subscription list. McGehees and therefore was above re-
ly the result of her cheerful, helpful Crowds of men and women attired in diameter-wonder if any of our old an- The magazine of greatest interest to proach. She was the "emancipated 
disposition and of her extensive know- the usual costumes how curious cestors swallowed them whole - If all students is the "Reader's Digest," woman" of her day. 
ledge of books and libraries. The you are to me! ' snails of this period were equally large, a monthly magazine. This m agazine As a story the book is very convincing 
facility with which she remembers stu- On the ferry boats the hundreds and the blast of a conch-shell horn in the was added to the library by Miss but under closer inspection it reveals 
dents' names and faces, and even the hundreds that cross returnmg hands of little Archibald must have Booth as a result of the great num- the strain necessary to make it seem 
subjects in which they are interested, home; are more curi~us to me disturbed his mother in their cave ber of 'inquiries for it by faculty and so. First it is overburdened with char-
mak~s her a very useful ally. than you suppose, I home. students. acters. Every one is kin In· Natchez and 
M1Ss T~omson is a native of ~llinois. l And you that shall cross from snore . Unfortunately we do not know how Members of the education depart- are continually reminding each other 
She received her early educatiOn at to shore years hence are more to blg the pearls formed by such oysters ments will be especially interested in of that fact. They are all very inter· 
Atlanta, a town located about 20 miles me and more in my meditations were, but undoubtedly when a grain of the "Social Frontier," a journal of ed- esting on the surface but we can't help 
south of Bloomington. She graduat- th~n you might suppose. ' s.az:d or_ paras~tic ~or~ lodged in the ucational criticism and reconstn1ction. wanting to know each one of them 
ed as a Bachelor of Education from Louis Untermeyer has called Walt llvmg t1Ssue JUSt ms1de the shell of "Child Life" and "Boy's Life·· have better. 
Illinois State Normal in 1931 and re- Whitman the "spiritual godfather of ~he oysters, a smooth coating of been added to the magazines received The other flaw is that the pasto:ral 
ceived the degree of Bachelor of Li- 'new' poetry." Walt Whitman w::ts mother-of-pearl" was secreted around especially for the Training school li- simplicity conflicts with the cosmopol-
brary Science from the University of born in the same year as James Rus- the irritating object. The result was a brary. All four of these magazines ita:rt elegance of the people and their 
Illinois in 1933. sel Lowell. Breaking away from the pearl. Neither do we know if some are highly recommended and should mode of living. We would be led to 
Previous !Librarian Positions traditional forms of Lowell and his Japanese ancestor of Mikimoto, the prove valuable to students and facuJ- think that Natchez is the "Little Paris 
Miss Thomson was librarian in the contemporaries, he bega!l to write free present Insull of the artificial pearl ty. of Mississippi." The author is so an-
Illinois state normallibarary during the verse. His poetry 'is inherently Jm- growers, propagated the pearls artifi- xious to get across the idea of South-
summer of 1932. In the fall of 1933 man and real, but the reality 1·s ting- ciallv. t E t t f M'kim t o t B ds There are many other interesting I ern superiority, especially socially, tha 
she was Assistant Librarian at Illinois ed w1·th the romant1·c1·sm charan,.te.rl·s- x en ° 
1 0 0 ys er e h t t 
- MY t , t facts about the Mollusca, but the com- e resor s o platitudes and the polly-
Wesleyan, Bloomington. During the tl·c of the perl'od l·n Whl'ch he 11·ved. 1 liDO o s oys er beds extend over tt·t d 40 000 H mon river mussel furnishes a means of anna a 1 u e toward life. 
winter and spring of the same year He regarded life vigorously and vit- , acres. e employes a thousand 
she was cataloguer at the Univ.ersity people who dive down, secure the graft which deprives t:he illiterate 
· ally but also seriously. Chl·nes of th · · D' 
of South Dakota, Vermillion, South Da- oyster, and securely tie a bit of glass in e elr meager savmgs. lS-
"Crossing Brooklyn Ferry" was hone t · d . 'd 1 t· · f B d kota. The following summer she was wllen the living tissue. The oyster is then s m lVI ua s le Images o u -
written during the earlier years dha agal·nst th · f f th 
with the Withers Public Library at put back into the water and in a year e mner sur ace o e Whitman was experimenting with shell of the clam I f ths Bloomington. or two a cultivated pearl is obtained · n a ew mon life. Of these years, he said, "I loaf, the "moth r of 1" d ·t h 
"One of my most interesting exper- which has formed around the glass e - -pear epos1 s as 
and invite my soul." "Crossing Brook- transferred the l·mage t th h 11 iences," said Miss Thomson, "was the nucleus, and it is just as aesthetic as 0 e s e · 
Call F. V. Thrall 
for 
Quality Coal 
lyn Ferry" is a preview and .-~an be Then 1·t 1's sold as 1· · t k Th time I spent as governess of the two a natural pearl which may be the are lgwus o en. e 
compared with Carl Sandburg's "Good l·gnorant and superstl·t·ous w'll k Exclus1've Dealers 1"n Glend c 1 
children of a Swiss family in Tulsa, "sarcophagus" of a tape worm. 1 1 rna e ora oa Ok h Morning, America." Whitman glori- great sacrifices to buy the shell oe-
la oma. The children spoke fied New York just as Sandburg has Terr ible stories are r elated at a few Phone lS6 
German, Swiss, and English and were dollars a column regarding the battles cause Buddha is supposed to have 
123 Sixth St. 
learning French. The entire house- glorified Chicago. of divers with those horrible "devil blessed it with his image. 
"Leaves of Grass,'' his first full length h~dwasoon~cledinSw~mann~. fuh~'mocl~ue~in~re~ng~t-. .. --------------------------------~: volume of poems, was reviled because They used as much Swiss food as they . . However, these animals do have the 
were able to obtain, either in the of . the :ptoetl~l:~bJe~s t~e ch_ose :~ power to secrete and give out into the 
markets or from abroad. We had ~nte .a. u · oug ere 18 water, a black substance, when dis-
Swiss butter, Swiss cheese, and Swiss I ~;?-pell:,Ug rhyt~, ~ r~y~~ l~e t~~ turbed. This colors the water and en-
m eats. Impe uous gus s 0 wm m arcn ables the octopus to hide from its 
Recalls Dakota. Dust Storms in his poetry, the people were slow to . Th . k b break with traditional forms and to enemies. e m ags of fossil octo-
"South Dakota," she continued, "has puses are used to make a kind of India 
a crisp, invigorating climate in winter, accept the new. ink. In addition, porous lime masses 
but my chief memories of it are the - - - are taken from the cuttlefish, a close 1 
ANDREWS LUMBER & MILL CO., Inc. 
Good Lumber is W,orth the Difference 
~ 
WIDOOUIMa'r 
TRY US AND BE CONVINCED 
PHONE 85 terrible dust storms and the drouth. To a Harp. relative of the octopus, and are sold as I 
The people possess a particular kind of Music that fills one's soul, cuttlefish-bone. 
ooma~~rem~nth~ein~~~theBur~~~e~~w~fe~~ ,••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••~---~•••••••;;~ difficulties which they have encount- Making one want to picture 1 
erect." A thousand f~ries kneeling. 
Miss Thomson has tra v.elled in the 
Southeast by the camp and cook 
method, a plan which she thoroughly 
enjoys. She is fond of all out door 
sports, such as hockey, hiking, and ice 
skating, but assured us that she was 
proficient in none. In college she was 
interested in journalism, dramatics, 
and debating. 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS IS 
HOST TO TWO CLUBS 
The Industrial Arts Club entertained 
the Science Club and the Art Club at 
their regular m eeting on Monda v 
night, January 7. Dr. Stover, h ead of 
the botany department, gave an in-
teresting and instructive talk on the ' 
"Identification of Woods." 
Music that calls our m'ind 
To the heavens up above, 
Putting us in a realm of beauty 
Where all is love. 
It calms our h earts 
And gives us everlasting peace, 
Lifting our thoughts upward, 
Making memory cease. 
It is gone,--· 
A thing we cannot recall. 
Only the feeling in our heart 
Where the harp touched us all. 
M. R. S . 
EYES TESTED I I Glasses Fitted by 
News ads will tell you what Charles- RICKETTS ! 
ton merchants have to offer. Watch I SOUTH SIDE SQUARE , 
them and trade with our advertisers. ,_ ______________ ...... 
1 
Furste'sAuto Supply 
Buy It For Less at Furste 's 
PHONE 24 
SUN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY 
OF CANADA . 
FOUNDED IN 1865· 
ASSETS OVER $640,000,000 
Leading International Life Insurance in Annuity Company Operating 
in Forty Countries 
H. NOLAN SIMS E. I. '30 
Telephone 354 Charleston, Ill. 
Sun Life Specializes In Deferr ed and Immediate ANNUITIES 
for Old Age Retirement 
Policy analysis and Insurance programs gladly submitted for consideration 
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Training School Students Make Study 
Of Nature Problems, Reporter Finds 
Forty-Four Students 
A warded Fall Term 
Scholarship Honors 
Thirty College Students Attain High 
Honors for Scholarship Performances 
Green House Is Visited on One 
Exploring Expedition; Study 
Trees of EI Campus. 
I + ·- ••- ••- ••--•-t•-1•- ••-w--••-ta•- ••- •+ + :;-M•-••-•a-••- ••-••-w•-eu•-••-••-••- 11+ 
• I • 1 
I lit f • ~ff • j Honors were awarded to 44 students I ~ 'h Itt: k · I ii-'n.e tt ~t.t.ense i fo:r the Fall term. They are: f ~utnng f,r.e ~r.ee it I 
1 S~gma Tau Delta ~ Freshman year - Hoyt Orlando =.1 Phi Sigma Epsilon :II 
Teachers College High School 
Grads Lead Field for Fall 
Quarter Scholarship Honors. i .I Coverstone, Casey; Mary Kathryn Espy, 
I • 
It's an illuminating experience to +•- •-••- ••- .. --.. - ·•- n- u- "- "- •+ Palestine; Frances Evalo Gilbert, Villa +·-•-n-.o-••-n-n-<~-n-n-no-••-•+ The 30 students who attained high 
explore the Training . School and find Far be it from us to take offense at Grove; Mary Alice Harwood, TC; Louise The Phi Sigs are at home to the pub- honors for the Fall quarter are as 
out just what has been going on in any remark of 0 . . P. F., but we were Inman, TC; Beulah Marie Widgett, lie now at 1014 Seventh street . After follows: 
that building since September. An interested to learn from the Courier Robinson; Martha June Milholland, five years on Sixth street, the boys Freshman year-Muriel Lucile Bu-
incredible number of incredibly inter- that our "going" concern had quite a Lawrenceburg, Ind.; Alene Marie Moon, have d ecided they want a change. beck, Marshall; Roberta Elizabeth 
esting things have taken place. It large meeting before Christmas at the Mulberry Grove; David B. Noyes, Mat- Covalt, K ansas; Clarice Qunningham, 
must be fun to be a th'i.rd grader and home of Mr. Andrews. toon; Barbara Ann Powell, Mattoon; Witt ·, Stanley Munson Elam, Stew-
1 tt F · Rhod Roy Wilson, former editor of the Play Indian with Miss King·, or, to be Floyd Wes ey Prue • anna; a ardson·, P eggy Virginia Fellis, Hills-
t bl W .ll" D 1 News, has returned to school. John a fifth grader with Miss Bankso!l and Rosalie Ruger, No e; 1 lam a e boro·, Marguerite May Iknayan, TC Sixteen members attended t he T 1 k Mt z· G t d L · Black is going to get his Master'.:; de-be able to watch a hive of live, buzzy ru oc • · wn; er ru e oulse h1'gh,· Ell·zabeth Ruth Jones, Oblong·, Christmas banquet. Everything, from T TC F A 1. w b t 01 gree at the U. of I. Both are Phi Sigs. bees make a honeycomb·, or, perhaps, ym, ; ern r me e s er, ney; Grace Eleanor Kortum, Decatur·, Eve-the dinner served by the Home 1 w ·1 d TC s h 
to be in the fourth grade with Miss Ward Al en elan ' ; ara lyn Gay Mayer , St. Francisville,· Grace Economics department to the presents w ft Gl b d H" h Gl An open house will be held to cole-
Arnold, and have the vicarious thrill selected by the banquet committee and ozencra , en ar lg ' enn brate the new house and the new fur - Genevieve T h ompson, Nokomis; Eliza-
of drinking coconut milk, explor'ing dell'vered by an 1·mpromptu Santa Ellyn. ·t beth Phelps Widger, TC,· Agnes Louise Sophomore year - Ethel Louise Cash, m ure soon. 
the Congo, or making· those delight- Claus, was in the spirit of the season. ______ Worland, Neoga. 
fully inky spatter-prints of leaves for Hume; Mary Elizabeth Croughan, B F.. d k Sophomore year-Evelyn Edith An-
the cover of my tree book. Flora; Glen Eugene Diamond, Green- rowser In s Boo s I derson, Westvill.e; Mary R osalie Bear , 
Leaf-Collection Made But really, Tau isn't enough to separ- ville; Izetta Elizabeth Gabel, Greenup; Ab B F d TC D th nh 1 ate the literati of EI.from the journal- Joan Hunter, Edwardsville; Lester Har- OUt arnum Or ; oro Y Rmer Bo am, Tusco a; 
Things like these have been hap- istic element. Sigma Delta should old Miller, Shelbyville; Winifred Weil- --- ' Marion Elizabeth Fromme!, CHS; 
pening to the fourth graders in the change its name. Write to your Con- and Nolan, Martinsville; Eugene August In Browsing around this week, I Opal Pauline Norton, Robinson; Alice 
Training school. Throughout the au- gressman today. Prange, Edwardsville; Ruby Evelyn was aimlessly wondering just what I Evelyn Reynolds, TC; Mary Alice 
tumn the children learned about the R1"chmond Fl'llmore Stallings, TC; Josephine Thomas, TC. wanted to read next. I guess it was ' · 
trees of the campus. Miss Marks and It was a big mystery to absolutely no Junior year-Grace India, Cromwell, because I had nothing defimte in Junior year-Cecil Elam, Steward-
Miss Zeller took them on trips around one except Mrs. Kedley why little Fairmount; Esta Louvan Dye, Effing- mind that I was especially attracted to son; Wilma Lorene Nuttall, Robinson; 
the campus to collect lea.ves. At that Hindoo Sharpdoo Pencildoo wasn't ham; Rose Marie Megaw, Calumet 'interesting titles. ' Fern Tait, Price, Utah. 
time, innumerable leaf-collections re- stolen as he made the rounds of the High, Chicago; Ruth Irene Miller, Graves' "The Triumph of An Idea'' Senior year-William Byron Bails, 
posed in every magazine and book; or banquet table. Casey; Rachard Allen Popham, TC; caught my attention. After investi- TC; William Loren Barnett, Wester-
lay on every table and shelf, but t.his Esther Marian Shubert, TC; Adelia gating, I found that the· book was velt; Lee Edward Dulgar, Newton; 
only proved the enthusiasm of the "Grace," says Santa Claus. Christine Tuttle, Hindsboro. about Henry Ford. In contrast to Robert Allen Evans, Lerna; Mary 
teacher, student teachers, and chil- "That must be I ," says Mr. Burris. Senior year - Leallyn Burr Clapp, Ford, I found a book by Banning call- Katherine Love, Edwardsville; H3;zel 
dren. They had all become tree con- Paris; Lushion Wayne Cox, CHS; Mary ed "Six Horses". Yes, it was about Weakly, Westervelt; Ruth Eugenia 
scious. In addition to the outdoor 1 I Young Altamont And with that, we mercifully draw Catherine Curtis, El Paso; Murie the conquest of that famous wild west. • · · 
work, Julia Ellen Rogers' book of the curtain. Jeanette Edwards, Dec:a.tur; Evelyn There was another book there which Post-graduate-Jerry Lowell Crav-
Trees Every Child Should KnGw was Hallowell, TC; Charles Leplie Kanatzer, promised adventure in spite of its un- en, CHS. 
used for oral and! silent reading :.:~s st. Elmo; James Stanley Mcintosh, usual title of "Nonsuch, Land of wat-
1 
well as for nature study. --Art-i-facts--· TC; William Carlton Steagall, Cowden; er." Beebe wrote it; so you can imag-
Mr. Stover revealed the secreJ,s of ___ Harriet P earl Teel, TC.; John Woodfall ine just where Nonsuch is. Another 
the greenhouse to the children of the It has been fun to ask the different Wyeth, TC. qu eer t itle that came to my attention 
fourth grade. Here they found a part " d art class members where they spent was Re Bread." It turned out to 
of a tropical jungle, a section of des- their "Santa Claus" days. Here are Gotham Affords Many be a book by Hindus on Russia . 
ert with all manner of terrifying cac- just a few of the replies- What would you think a book call-
ti and euphorbias that said "h ands Dan Morgan spent the holidays a t Yule Vacation Sights ed "Sunwise Turn" would be about? 
off!" in no uncertain manner. Here, home in Springfield, and reports that Well, J enison's book by that name is 
also was a water garden with ::;leek a 22 pound turkey found its way up When Christmas vacation rolls about "a human comedy of book-sell-
UNITS HOLD MEETINGS 
Unit Six held its annual Christm as 
party at 1061 Seventh street Monday 
night, December 17. A new secretary 
and reporter were elected. 
After the business m eeting the girls 
went carolling. The League division 
has named itself Shawns Unit Six. 
fish. Enthusiasm on the part of 1\11' · th · 1 f 1 f there from Mississippi. around, ere 1s on y one ormu a or ing." This last book which I found, 
Stover imparted enthusiasm to the Helen Purl visited in Paris (you know both faculty and students- "hurry you will want to read before you f;ee Unit Three of the Women's League 
children. They liked the greenhouse these French people!), and attended home." The fa culty m embers followed W allace Beery's new picture. The met for a Christmas party December 
and its secrets. several social affairs. She is still this in most cases, although meetings book is a biography of Barnum by 120. After t he business meet ing, gifts 
Free Books Exhibited catching up on her sleep. and metropolises were also heavy W erner. were exchanged. Ca ndy was served by 
This enthusiasm is the explanation Ruth Foltz is enthusiastic over her drawing cards. t he hostesses, K athlen Forcum, Avis 
for the wonderful work that is being \ d Th t h visits in Springfield and Ramsey. Miss Ruby Harris and Miss Annie . . .. Pruitt, and H elen Sabin. 
carried on in the gra es. e e~e ers Katherine Adkins attended the De Weller were at a meeting of the Na - an.d ~rs. Hiram F. Thut, Lima, 0~10 • 
iJnpart it to the student teachers, and Molay dance in Mattoon. tional Council of Geography Teachers I W~nfleld . ~cott Angus, Champal~n: 
they, in turn, have given it out to the We know one person who crossed the in Philadelphia. Miss R anis read a M~ Nathlle McKay, New York City' 
children. Edith Fanell and Opal Nor- deepest river in the world, and another paper at one of the sessions. Miss Mary ~hompson, Mapleton, North 
ton have worked over time to make who saw the greatest artificial lake in Quincy Guy Burris of th e English Dakot~; Mlss Anr~abelle Thomson, 
the nature work interesting. In N?- the world. Thelma Stoner visited in department attended the annual Mod- Bl?ommgt~n, Ill.;. Miss _Mabe.l J. Hup-
vember they planned a progr~·t ~ Southern Indian a and in Kentucky, ern Lang·uages meeting, which also pnch, MadiSon, Wls~onsm; Mlss Mau~e 
which the tree books were ex ! ? ' crossing Green river, which is reported convened in Philadelphia. L. ~hambers, Amanllo, Texas; ::v.rlss 
ying been made under the supervls- as the world's deepest. The world's Richard Weckel attended a Music Jessie M. Hunter, Grand Ledge, MICh.; 
:of Mr. Hobbs, who suggested ~pat- largest al·tificial lake is the Lake o.f the convention in Milwaukee. Miss Winnie Neely, Athens, Tenn.; Miss 
ter-prints for the covers. _There Ozarks at Jefferson City, Missouri, Charles H. Coleman returned to a 'Florence Litchfield, Minneapolis, 
were mounts of leaves, too, With the with a shoreland of 2,000 miles. familiar haunt- Washington - for a l Minn.; ~iss Mary Louise Came~on, Ur-
types of seeds. Trees of th_e world Ruth Clapp spent N y , . meeting of the National Historical As- bana; Miss Clara Atteberry, Hillsboro; ew ears In . W"lh l . J b M t l' 
were discussed, and as a surpnse some Champaign. sociation. Leading historians an- MlS.S 1 emma aco son, e ropo lS, 
onuts were punctured and the milk Glen Cooper was forunate enough to I nually gather during the Christmas Ill.; James M. Hobbs, DeKalb, Ill.; and ~~ined out. Every child had a sip of see an art exhibit at D ecatur. He re- holidays for discussion and acquaint- Ralph W. Sharp, Florence, Ala. 
coconut milk, the beverage that they ports seeing an interesting display of ance. Mr. Coleman was the lone EI In their trips to these widely scat-
had read about in jungle tales. I t was the University of Illinois water- representative. tered points, several of the faculty 
thrilling. colors. And just to prove that Glen's Hobart F. H eller, E. H. Taylor, A. B. members can report exciting incidents. 
Congo Replica Made friends are beginning to appreciate J Crnwe, Glenn H . Seymour, and Presi- Snowdrifts, blocking traffic, provided 
Recently, M'iss Arnold's fourth him, one of them gave him a ten- dent R. G. Buzzard attended the m eet- many of those thrills and chills. 
graders have been playi?g wi~h an~- pound book on art. We h ope the con- ing of the Illinois State Teachers As- Mr. 0. L. Railsback and Mr. Frank 
mals. Mr. Hobbs used ammals m their tents are not too weighty. But what sociation at Springfield. Verwiebe attended the meeting of the 
art work, and Miss Zeller fixed a sec- about the art m a jor who ate four Miss Mary Boot h was present at American Association for the Advance-
tion of the congo on the sand table. Christmas dinners? the annual mid-winter meeting of the ment of Science . in Pittsburgh. 
Art, nature, geography, ;:tnd sheer fun --- American Library Associat ion at the 
thus were combined. B efore Cl' ..rjst- We notice that our school presi- Hotel Knickerbocker, December 27-29. 
Farm and Home 
Market 
Open Each Saturday fr()IJll 
9:30 till 2:00 
Dressed chickens, fresh pork, but-
ter, eggs, cottage cheese, home-
made cakes, pies, cookies, bread 
and rolls. 
Yz Block South of Square on 
Seventh Street 
Fill Your Radiator with 
ALCOHOL 
Before it Freezes 
NEWELL'S 
FILLING STATION 
mas an extraordinary collection of dent is also in terested in artifacts. He Those faculty m embers who visited 
stuffed animals was produced under has been contributing to the third friends and relatives at their homes or 
the childrens' fingers. They will E.nd grade Indian project. took trips elsewhere were: Paul Sloan LUNCH AND FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
thelr work with animals by giving a of the Education department, Defiance, 
circus. I should like to attend it, We are proud to know that the Ohio; A. B. Crowe, visiting with his 
wouldn't you? school's highest literary authority con- children in Chicago; Miss Ruth Ma jor, LITTLE CAMPUS CAFE 
The Soap Box 
siders an article in our field, printed visiting h er sisters in Detroit, Mich.; 
on page 10 of the Dec. 15 "Saturday Miss Florence McAfee, New York City; 
Evening Post," very worthwhile. F . A. B eu, Elgin and Chicago; Miss Phone 1020 
(Continued from Page 4) 
held it to the light and looked through 
it from the back) and there seems to 
be a slight discrepancy somewhere. It 
seems that when we were way back in 
the eighth grade the teacher said that 
a sentence such as the above was 
wrong. We don't remember why, but 
that isn't the point anyWay. (There 
was something said about one part of 
a sentence agreeing with another part, 
though.) 
Now it may be that the rules com-
mittee has met since those balmy 
eighth grade days, and changed that 
particular rule. It wouldn't be such a 
bad idea, at that. If they have, we'll 
~e the first ones to take up the new 
dea. 
If the old rule still holds, we shall 
:ontinue to say "them kind of things." 
~his Gertrude Stein is ruining our 
anguage. 
- E. J. Q. 
If you are a stranger here, the most 
rofitable tip we can give you is to 
'ade at the stores using our columns 
Elizabeth Michael, Chicago; Robert 
FLU ATTACKS THREE Shiley, New York City; Mr. and Mrs. 
SCIENCE INSTRUCTORS Eastman, Okmulgee, Oklahoma; Mr. 
An epidemic of flu swept the Physical 
Science d epartm ent during the vaca-
tion, attacking Mr. Phipps, Mr. Ver-
wiebe, and Mr. Railsback. 
Mr. Phipps was taken ill on the last 
day of school and was confined to his 
bed until New Year's Day. Mr. Ver-
wiebe was una ble even t o look at his 
Christmas dlnner, much less eat it, be I 
says. Mr. Railsback was ill on New 
Year's Day, but was able to meet his 
1 
classes during the r est o.f the week, as 1 
did the others. 
Patronize the News advertisers. 
Fletcher's Grocery 
EVERYTHING GOOD 
TO EAT 
Phone 422 403 Lincoln St. 
CALL 404 
Charleston Cleaners & Dyers 
R. W. WESTENBARGER 
High Grad·e Cleaning at the Same Price. 
We Do All Kinds of Tailoring 
610 Sixth St. Charleston, Ill. 
SHORTS 
Men! They're the Very Qualities 
that were 39c a year ago! Choice 
25~ 
Fine count Br oadcloth Shorts in new 
Winter patterns . . . t he At hletic Shirts 
come in Swiss or plain rib . . all full 
cut and well made! 
r advertism~en:t~s~· ------------------~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~~~======~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!~~--1_--
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LOCALS LOSE CONFERENCE OPENER TO MACOMB, 34-26 
Indiana Central Gains Revenge w·th +·-·-·-~~-··-~~--~~-.,-··-··-"-+ ''J k " J p · · F h 
• 
1 
• pANTHERGRAMS o er ones, romising res man 
43-30 VIctory Here Thursday N1ght -BySlRLANTZELOT- Guard, Suffers Fracture of Left Arm 
After playing an impressive first I . +·-·-~~-~~-~~-~~--·•-n-••-•·-~~-·+ 
half, the Panthers succumbed in the Locals Card Indiana, Fred Snedeker has just about t·e 
second _period b~fore the onrush of an Arkansas Games Here covered from the knee injury which 
aggress1ve Ind1ana Central Normal he received before the DeKalb foot-
quint to lose their first start of the ball game. He h~s been on cmtches 
new year, 43 to 30. The locals held a Coach Lantz's Panthers will play and canes for almost two months ... 
19 to 16 half advantage but lost it soon two games this week, one tonight A knee injury is one of the worst ac-
after the second half opened and there- against Indiana State at Terre Haute cidents which can befall an athlete. 
after were never quite in the running. and another against Jonesboro Bap · Ankle injuries are not nearly so seri-
Ind1·ana c t 1 t ed ·t · · tlst College, Arkansas, on the lo-en ra s ag 1 s w1nmng ous. Knee operations are frequent to 
rally in spite of the absence of two cal court SatuTday. The Marks- a.lleviate conditions resulting from 
stars, who had been ejected on person- men of Indiana handed the locals a broken tila I 'd t 11 t car ges . . . net en a. y, 
al fouls. Englehart, star center, and s inging defeat in their first start of Duane Purvis, Mattoon boy who was a 
Blanda, captain and brilliant guard, the season here. It is customary and star performer for Purdue, was kept 
accumulated their quota of fouls be- highly fitting when such misdemeanors out of the East-lVest all- t r game 
fore the closing canto was half gone. have been perpetrated that the de- because of a recurrence of an ol<l knee 
But with the departure of those stars, feated team swear vengeance and go injury. His future athletic career is 
Central's other men rose to the occas- tmough a process technically known hazarded because of it . .. Among the 
ion and not only maintained a lead as "pointing" for that foe. In less EI :tthletes who were held down hE:-
but clinched the game with a rivetting highly flavored language and with a cause of "bad knees" are Ruel Hall, 
rally. severe touch of the practical, EI will Gene Stillions, Jake Vole, and P.'I•'"rz 
From the viewpoint of sheer basket- be out to get even. Brandenburg. 
ball finesse, the first three minutes of These Hoosier-Baptist (my, what a 
the game were the most exciting of neat, unpremeditated question we ---
the conflict. Both teams opened up raised!) tiffs should determine to a BITS ABOUT 'EM 
with a display of ball handling and certain extent just where the locals X-ray pictures revealed that HAR-
basket shooting which had no equal as may be expected to wind up at the OLD BOGGS' arm which was believed 
the game progressed. During those end of the season. The Lantzmen fractured was only badly sprained. He 
opening tmee minutes the teams scored should be at full strength for both- was forced out of action for only one 
15 points between them. Ballard and a condition w~h has not been at- game . . . JOE HENDERSON took 
Boggs provided El's part in the phen- tendant since the opening game of tmee books on basketball home fO[' 
omena! dead-eye display. But Central the year. vacation reading . He is trying to 1m-
had a bit the better of play in this re- The strength of Indiana State need prove his game from a technical 
spect, rolling up 10 points while EI was hardly be reviewed. Miklozek, six-foot standpoint. So far he has learned the 
gathering six. Englehart and Martin six-inch center, is sufficient recom- proper way to eat an orange ... JACK 
were the Danville leaders. mendation of the Hoosier crew. AUSTIN'S favor'ite out-door sport is 
The Lantzmen slowly cut down Cen- trapping in the wilds of Ashmore 
Plays with Alumni 
Rolla Rand, crack forward last year, 
returned for alumni game Thursday. 
tral's lead and four minutes before the Leading Fidelis Cop township . .. LEE WATTS injured ills 
half ended, jumped into a 16 to 15 lead. back while trying to show the high Scribe Views 1934 
By the close of the period, the locals Two Games Saturday school boy~ of Casey how basketball is 
had earned a 19 to 16 margin. In the played in college ... McCLAIN and Sports Highlights 
second half something went wrong Here 'Tis opened the Saturday in- I LEWIS, two pro:nising Winter .,. t~rm __ _ 
with EI's entire game; its defense tramural schedule with a 17 to 16 vic- ~ basketball_men, Iet~ned from C~n..st- Basketball - DeKalb; Wrestling -
cracked and a heretofore potent of- tory over the Bethonians. The Lions mas vacation early m order to unght- Wheaton; Indoor Track- North Cen-
fense missed fire. defeated the Phi Sigma Epsilon team en up the cracker-box a b'it with a tral; Swimming-Bradley; Baseball -
EI lost her first conference game of 
the season to the Macomb Teachers by 
a 34 to 26 score in a rough contest at 
Macomb Saturday night. 
Macomb, starting off fast on baskets 
by Woods, Means, pay, and Oitker, 
piled up an 18 to 9 half time margin. 
Late in the first half "Joker" Jones 
Vandalia star who has been playin~ 
regularly on the Panther varsity, was 
thrown to the floor in such a manner 
as to receive a serious fracture of his 
left arm. He will probably be out of 
action for the rest of the season. 
A second half rally led by "Chothy" 
Shaw and Harold Boggs found the lo-
cals trailing by a single point with 
four minutes left to play. But a 
basket by Woods, two by Means, and 
another by Oitker put the game on ice 
for the Western quintet. Howard Bal-
lard, Panther star, scored his only 
basket with less than a minute to 
play. 
Notes on the game : The boys all re-
port a "hot" time-the bus had a 
radio for their entertainment . . . . . 
1 George Adams has a new scorebook 
with "Hotel Lamaine" in gold letters 
on the cover ... Melvin Alexander can 
study more; he has a new lamp . . . 
Extra!! Hotel Lamaine forced to close 
. doors after EI visit! 
Line-ups and summaries: 
Panthers (26) FG FT PF 
Ballard, f ................................ 1 2 3 
Holmes, f .. ... . .. . . .. ... .. . ....... ..... ... . 0 0 3 
Curry, f .................................... 0 0 0 
Shaw, c .............................. .. .... 5 0 2 
Boggs, g .. .. . .. ...... ..... ...... ... ....... 3 2 1 
Jones, g ... . .. .... .. ... . .... . ...... ... . .. ... 0 1 1 
Austin, g ................................ 0 0 0 
Tedrick, g ................................ 1 1 1 
Honefinger, f ... . .. .. .. .......... .. .. 0 0 2 
Alexander, f ............................ 0 0 2 
The game marked the first time 42 to 9 in the second tilt, playing a c?at of paint. This is not LEWIS'S North Central; Outdoor Track-North 
this season that Howard Ballard has fast breaking game that completely frrst tenn at EI. He was here in the Central; Tennis-Bradley (team and 
scored less than 10 points. H is total swamped the Phi Sigs. The confer- eventful spring of 1931. Since that single) ; Golf-Knox team, Millikin, 
was seven. ence-leading Fidelis squad beat a bet- time he has spent a year at Rice individuals; Football-Augustana and Totals ...................................... 10 6 15 
The line-ups and summaries: ter Lair team than has played before, in Texas ... McCLAIN is a younger Millikin. Macomb (34) FG FT PF 
Ball d f 
2 3 3 
d th b k tb 11 ·t f ,31 The 1934 sports year found most of Woods, f .................................. 4 3 0 
Panthers (30) FG. FT. PF. scoring but eight points in the second 
1
1 brother of RENE McCLAIN, who play-
ar , . . .. ,.......................... half to win by a 23 to 13 margin. The e on e as e · a vars1 Y o · · · · th h · hi 1 d" M f 3 Holm f 0 STAN WASSEM · th ld STAN e c amp1ons ps an mg jn the eans, ·································· 3 1 
es, · ································ 1 3 Math Club bowed to the Top Notchers, IS e same 0 th h lf f th nf R ld f 0 0 Cun-v 3 1 3 
I h t d . ever·y sport at "'I a nor ern a o e co erence. Only eyno s, .............................. o 
Alexander f 0 0 0 1 t 1 d t o 1 few years ago A recor·d of h1·s do 1 1 m :W1 . a 1e in the football t'itle Day, c ...................................... 2 2 1 · ,n • .................... ...... .. ...... 1 15 to 9. The Math Club held a first w o s arre m !!I M"ll"k" "th t· I 
• · .......................... quar er ea of 2 o . · - 1 th t lf T d a ong· w1 1 s go medalist, uphP.ld Henderson, c ............... ............. o 0 0 
e rick, f ................................. 0 1 0 The Shooting Stars won their first ings at EI would fill a bool~ and tl h f th th o·tk Sh le onor o e sou ern half of the 1 1 er, g ....... .... ....................... 3 2 3 
aw, c. . ................................. 2 1 2 victory of the season, defeating the would be a very interesting sto_·y if L"ttl 19 M 1 Honefinger, c ......................... 0 () 1 Jim Tams 19 to 10. The Stars were not censored too much ... The RAN- 1 e · os ey, g .................................. 0 0 0 
Brown, c. .. .............................. 0 0 0 n ever crowded during the game. The TOUL FLYERS b-asketball team, North Central, with a powerhouse ~aedi~g, g ······························ 0 1 2 
Boggs g 2 0 3 D d f t d th T" 17 t 12 · wh1"ch pla~7s the Panther B team l1ere in indoor and outdoor track clinched enne s, g ·································· 0 1 2 
, . .... ......... ...... ... ... . .... . .. . euces e ea e e 1gers o . 1n " a ll Jones g 2 2 1 a ·mp · Th Ti on Feb 4 h as made two long tr...;ps by two championships. They added a a oway, g .............. .............. 0 0 0 
, . .................................. n un1 ress1ve game. e gers · , ·• . 
Austin, g. . ............................... 0 1 3 held a 9 to 7 half lead. The Gilbert plane for intersectional contests. One baseball flag with the cinder t'itles to 
Dett o o 1 B t k th · d d t f t w hi gt D c th th enjoy a profitable spring. ro, . g. ................................ oys oo err secon efea o the was o as n on, . .- e o er 
Haggerty, g. . ....................... .. 0• 0 0 season at the hands of the Little was an invasion of the south . . . . Bradley took second honors ln wjn-
Totals .................................... 9 12 
Central (43) FG. FT. 
Wilson, f. . ............................... 3 2 
Martin, f. .. ............. ................. 3 2 
Decker, f. . ............................... 0 0 
Englehart, c. . ......................... 2: 2 
Rode bush, c. .. ........................ 3 1 
Blanda, g. . ............................... 1 2 
Quillon, g. . ............................. 1 0 
Morris, g. . ............................... 3 2 
Totals .................................. 16 
Referee-Daugh erty (Casey). 
Umpire-Kunsiskl (Ill.) 
11 
Egyptians, with a 25 to 11 score. T.hey NEWELL, B squad for-w·ard, has play- nin,g the swimming and tennis titles. 
18 were minus their star players. The ed with both the SCOTT FIELD FLY- For the second consecutive year De-
PF. Fidelis team, scoring at will, whipped ERS and the RANTOUL FLYERS. Kalb won the basketball title with 11 
1 the Caesar's Cohorts to the tune of a He is here preparing scholastically to victories as against two defeats. Illi-
1 40 to 12 score. Neal, Evers, and Car- join the FLl.'"ING CADETS ... PE'I'E I no'is Wesleyan dropped the title and 
0 ruthers divided high scoring honors for BARRICK, former football star at EI, the lead it had maintained during 
4 the Fidelis. returns to Florida. in the summer to most of the race by losing its last 
0 re join the FLYING CADETS with game to Millikin. 
4
2 
Revised Basketball whom he r egistered a few months ago. Wheaton still is the only college to 
PETE was ready to solo when J.1.e re- hold the wrestling championship in 
2 Card Is Announced turned to Danville . . . The Fidelis the three years it pas been awarded. 
intramural basketball team played Wheaton has won it with ease each 
three games in 20 hours last week- year. 
end. After that conditioning exercise 
Totals .................................... 12 10 11 
Referee-Temple (Knox). 
Umpire-Hodge (Springfield). 
ASHBY'S SHOE 
SHOP 
20 years' experience guarantees 
sa.tisfa£tion in shoe repairing. 
~ 
WIOOOuaMa'f 
We are now located at 
605 7th St. just off the 
southeast corner square 
Coach C. P. Lantz has announced the 
final basketball schedule for the season 
of 1934-35. Since its first appearance, 
four games have been added while the 
dates for two games have been altered. 
Macomb is scheduled for a return game 
here February 9. Sparks Business Col-
the boys were in the pink for ihe 
dance sponsored by Fidelis on Satur-
day night ... MACOMB wants t.he 
dedicatol'y game in EI's new gym 
when· it is built. They may have a 
long wait for that g;une. 
SALE MEN'S 
VV~A Scoreboard 
In case anyone was in the high lege of Shelbyville has been booked for 
school assembly around 5 o'clock Wed- two games. The date of the Jonesboro, 
nesday, that wasn't plaster falling, itArk., game has been changed to Jan-
was a tap dancing class above. uary 12 and will be played on the lo-
cal court. 
Werden Grocery 
Said class seems to be quite popular. The additional games give the Panth- Groceries, LwlCh Meats, Fresh 
Fruits & Vegetables Such celebrities as a well-known ten- ers their heaviest sch edule in several 
nis player, an honor student, an actress, 
a fencer, several Kadelpians, etc. were 
seen. And they were enjoying them-
selves. 
Fencing starts this evening at 6 : 30. 
Anyone interested is invited to come. 
It's a secret, but we hear they have a 
male instructor. 
It will soon be time to start the 
basketball tournament again. We're 
betting on Farrell's teammates. 
VALENTINES 
Let flowers say "Be My Valentine" 
for you this year. Lee's Flower Shop. 
Phone 39. 
c.f~ 
~L 
WltoOWMn 
years. Twenty games will be played 
this season, in comparison to the 17
1 
sch eduled last season. ~ 
.. ..... 
South Side 
Squa~·e 
Look for placards saying, "We ad- j 
vertise in Teachers College News. ·----------------------------~ 
BREAD AND MILK? 
EXPERTS 0. K. IT 
Present economic conditions have spurred nutritionists to rediscover 
that the most economical human diet is built around bread and milk-
bread for carbohydrates and some minerals, milk for calcium phos-
phorus, certain p~oteins and necessary vitamins. 
MEADOW GOLD DAIRY PHONE 7 
OXFORDS 
$2.95 to $5.00 Values 
$2.45 
These are broken lots and sizes 
in black and a few browns. 
Smart styles and sturdy, long 
wearing shoes. All h ave choice 
oak bend leather soles. welt 
sewed. You'll find calfskins, 
suedes, rough leathers and kid-
skins. 
Sizes 6 to 11 
$5.00 to $7.00 Values 
$3.88 
JAMES & MURRAY 
~LOTHIERS 
I 
....... ,., 
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Panthers Stage Neat Rally In Second 
Half to Defeat Cape Girardeau 43-30 
Interviewer Finds 
Benjamin Weir Has 
Had Varied Career 
Spirit of Alumni Is Willing but Local 
B Team Is Stronger, Winning 29-13 
Howard Ballard Scores 21 Points 
to Lead Lantzmen to Second 
Triumph of Season. 
Annie Is Still in By Staff Writer "The spirit was willing etc. etc." talk, it refused to take serious stock 
C 
. . . Newspaper publishers are noted, such is the story which was told in in the matter and proceeded to hum-
aptiVIty of EI-Ian among other things, for their insatiable the B team's 29 to 18 victory over the ble the predecessors in handy fashion. 
__ \ penchant for work of all variety. Such Alumni quintet in a game preceding Only Stan Wassem approached the 
It was very sad. I had named her does that profession demand. BenJ·amin the EI-Central Normal battle. nona form which brought the former stars 
With a stirring last half rally which R d st w L F th · f · t (him) Annie, short for Anodonta, be- l Weir, publisher of the Charleston an , an assem, ogan ·earn, err names o Impor ance. At that 
left no doubts as to their supremacy, Ivel GI'lbe t P rte s· d J h his 1 d 1 t · th · ' fore I discovered that Annie was a l Daily Courier we found to be no ex- r • o r Imcox, an o n gory was earne a e In e g~me. 
the Panthers upset the Cape Gira.r- Wyeth epresented th Al · Ra d 1 d h' 1 fl h fl mussel of the tribe Lampsilis. It was \ ception. However, he detached himself r e umm. n P aye IS usua as Y oor 
deau, Mo., Teachers he!·e December very lamentable, but Annie kept her from his tasks long enough to favor Each of the grads, had in l':lis day game but the fans missed his hi~h 
19 by a 43 to 30 score. Howard Ballard, first name. "Lampy," or "Silly," were I us with an interview. It is at Mr. at EI been a star and although the B scoring. 
with 21 points-nine field goals and t 1 ·t bl w . , c · 1 t k th t te~m must have heard similar small L ·· f d no near y so sm a e. ) errs ou.ner P. an , as you now, a ew1s, reserve orwar , led the B 
three free throws-led the locals to When I found Annie, she (he) was the News IS prmted. team to victory with 13 points. The 
triumph. walking briskly in the soft mud of Meet Mr. Weir G I D t d \reserves - incidentally, coached by 
After barely matching the Indian Clear Lake's shallow water, quite un- Benjamin Weir was born in Hamil- ym S ecora e John Wyeth 
attack in the first half, EI steamed like, howev·er, the oysters in Alice in ton county, Tennessee, which is now in By FERA Workmen 
past the tiring Missourians to an easy wonderland, who went "hopping the city limits of Chattanooga, "long __ _ 
victory. A share of the glory must through the frothy waves and scramb- enough ago t~~t I have ~early !org.ot- Apparently jealous over the "cheer- GOLDEN .RULE SHOE SHOP 
go to Shaw, recruit center, wh::; took ling to the shore." Annie was head- ! ~n the date, and .received ~us frrst ing up" of its illustrious partner-
over the pivot position when Hone- ing out to sea, having thrust out her I few years of schoo~mg at th~ place. 1 Pemberton Hall-EI's gymnasium de-
fenger and Brown were made unavail- (his) white "foot," or meaty portion of At the age of ten hiS parents ~Ie~ and manded and got a thorough cleaning 
able in the Central game. A.."lot.her her interior, and was plowing through he came to Jasper county, Illmms, to and redecorating during the Ch . t 
important factor in the Panther win the mud very much in the manner of live wit_h an aunt: Some time lat~r ~~ holidays. FERA workers, assis[~~ m:; 
was Jones, Vandalia grad, who also a corn cultivator. went With a cousm to Newton, Illm?Is, men from the Illino-is Emergency Re-
Have "¥our Shoes Rebuilt 
and Save Money 
WE GUARANTEE ALL WORK! 
First Door West of Square on 
Jackson 
won his spurs in that first Central Pounced on Prey where he attended the grade and high lief Corps, repainted the interior of 
game. · Jones did not figure heavily I pounced. I had always wanted a schools. . the gymnasium and of the locker PHONE 74 
in the scoring-as Shaw did-but he pet clam, among other things. The "At the outbreak of the Spamsh- rooms and scrubbed the brick ll 
ftashed a neat floor game. Bob American War, although I was about · ' wa s. two shells were rather thin, two inches &~~~k~~~~ured~.~Theyw~~~a~~-~~~Y~~~. I~~~~----------------------------~----
prominently in floor play. ful blue-green, striped with darker co~pan~ L of Olney m the fourth ~Ill-
Coach Stuber's Indians were in the green. Annie went home in a small nms regime:?.t, a~d was mustere~ mto 
lead only once. that unusual experi- mayonnaise jar, accompanied by four I ~ederal. ser~ICe With the sa~e reg~ment 
ence being theirs midway in the first lively minnows and their mamma, who m Sprmgfleld. ~e wer~ Immediately 
half. After EI had grabbed a six- kept things stined up all the way sent to Jacksonville, Flonda, where we 
point lead early in the struggle, Cape home .. spent the summer months and were 
rallied. and behind the play of Mas- In .my peanut-jar aquarium, Annie later transferred to Savannah, Georgia, 
teller stepped into a 15 to 14 lead. But made herself at home, burrowing into in the fall. From this point we went 
Shaw, Holmes, and Ballard erased the the mud and thrusting her fringed directly to Havana, Cuba, for garrison 
advantage and put EI into a 19 to 18 siphen out of the anterior end of the duty there in the Seventh Army Corps 
half leadership. Only two minutes shell, sucking in, spitting out, taking under the command of General Fitz-
were needed for the Pa.nthers to take 1 the microscopic food in the water. hugh Lee. After spending three 
an undisputed lead as Holmes, Shaw, I When the frisky minnows scooted months in Cuba we were sent back to 
and Ballard again found the range. around their world in mad gyrations Augusta, Georgia. We were mustered 
. . after each other and bumped into An- from service at that point. Practically 
The line-ups and summanes: nie, my mussel, disgruntled at the dis- all of my twelve months in the war 
Panthers (43) FG. FT. PF turbance, gave a sudden spurt of were spent at regimental and brigade 
Ballard f 9 3 0 dd t f h · h d headquarters on special detail duty." 
, . ................................ n1u y wa er rom er SIP on an 
H 1 f 2 1 2 f th 'th ' 1 • "After the War Was Over" o mes, . ................................ or WI ' c osed up shop ' to sulk. 
Curry f 1 0 0 After the Spanish-American War Mr. 
• · ..... ...... .................... .. . Worried About Pet's Diet Neil f o o o Weir secured employment in the gen-
• · .............................. .. .... .. I was worried about her food. Was 
Alexande f o o o eral offices of the Southern Express r, · • .......................... this undemonstrative pet getting 
Shaw, c ................................... ..4 1 2 enough nourishment from the river 
Brown, c. .. ................................ 0 0 0 water in the aquarium? ~utting her (Continued on Page 10) 
Austin, g ................................... 0 1 2 in a dish of water with a piece of raw 
Jones, g ..................................... 1 0 1 liver alongside, I fancied that she ab-
Dettro, g ................................... 0 2 0 sorbed €nough to satisfy her appetite. 
Lions, Lair, Math 
Tedrick, g ................................. 0 1 0 At any rate, Annie is still alive after Club Win Games 
Haggerty, g .............. .. ............. 0 0 0 a year of captivity and is as friendly 
as most of her family. In my warm 
hand she opens her shell to show her 
whole interior, and when she does 
this, I pretended that Annie, nee 
Lamps'ilis, smiles at me! 
Totals ............ · ...... ·· ....... · ...... 1"1' 9 7 
Cape Girardeau (30) FG. FT PF. 
The Lions, Panther Lair, and the 
Math Club were victorious in the three 
intramural games held last Tuesday. 
Hubbard, f ............. .................. 3 1 1 
Jones, f. .. .................................. 0 0 0 
L. McDowell, f . ...................... 2 0 o 
Godwin, f ................................. 1 0 0 Nolan Sims Wins 
Brown, f . . ............... .. ................ 0 0 0 I C 
owen, c ..... ............................. ... 2 2 3 nsurance ontest 
Masteller, g. .. .......................... 3 0 4 \ 
J. McDonald, g. . .... ............... 1 1 3 H. Nolan Sims, '30, who taught three 
Kiehne, g ............................... .. 0 1 3 years at Mt. Zion and resigned his po-
crandree, g. . ........................... 0 1 3 sition in 1933 to enter the life insur-
Rudert, g. . ......................... ...... 0 0 1 ance business with the Sun Life As-
Hardcastle, g. . ......... .. ............ 0 0 0 I surance Company of Canada, ate 
- \ turkey at the expense of the company 
Totals .................................. 12 6 18 on Christmas Day for selling a stipu-
Little Nineteen Quints 
Swing Into Action 
Basketball games for Little 19 teams 
this week are as follows: 
Tuesday - Charleston at Indiana 
State; Eureka at Ill. Wesleyan. 
Wednesday - Milikin at Bridley, 
Lake Forest at Armour Tech of Chi-
cago. 
Thursday-State Normal at DeKalb; 
North Central at Elmhurst; St. Via-
tor at Macomb. 
lated number of policies. The winners 
in a contest among Sun Life agents 
a lso ate t:urkey in Evansville, Ind., the 
week before Christmas while losers 
contented themselves with soup. Mr. 
Sims admits he ate turkey at that din-
ner, too. 
Mr. Sims will be remembered as a 
football star on ,the "uncrossed goal 
line" team and his name appeared in 
the News last year also in connection 
with a Sun Life contest. 
Incidentally, Mr. Sims sold $30,000 
worth of life insurance the week after 
Christmas. 
HANGARITES MEET 
In the opening game, the TJions 
trampled the Hoods by a 15 to 3 score. 
Scoring was slow and even through-
out the game. 
In an overtime game the Panther 
Lair quint defeated Caesar's Cohorts, 
24-17, in a game which was hard 
fought all the way. 
In the final game the Math Club 
defeated the Phi Sigma Epsilon five, 
27 to 7. Paul Cooper scored ·1.1l the 
Phi Sig points. 
MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
North Side Square 
SPEC'IALIZING 
in All Kinds of 
BEAUTY WORK 
W. C. Peters, Prop. Phone 1506 
Art Craft Studio l 
', What better way to return that 
unexpected Christmas gift 1· 
Friday-Bradley at Eureka; Carth-
age at Elmhurst; Coe (!a.) at Mon-
mouth; McKendree at ca.rbondale. 
Saturday-DeKalb at Mill'ikin; Coe 
(Ia.) at Knox; Ill. Wesleyan at North 
Central; Carthage at St. Viator·; 
Shurtleff at Hannibal-Grange (Mo.); 
Lawrence (Wis.) at Lake Forest. 
than a photograph. 
The Hangarites held their regular I \ 
meeting Tuesday, January 1. Two new Phone 598 
members, June Hughes and Frances I \ 
Fidelis Maintains 
·Record 1Win Streak 
Friday night found • the Here Tis 
romping over the Tigers 26 to 12. The 
game was exceedingly slow and many 
fouls were made. Owen of the Here 
Tis made 12 points. 
The Fidelis squad defeated the Gil-
bert Boys 25 to 4. The Gilbert Boys 
were unable to score during the last 
half. 
The Deuces defeated the Little 
Egypt'~ans 18 to 16 in a close hard 
fOUght game. The lead changed fre-
quently. 
500 cleaning tissues-39c; Pepsodent 
tooth paste-39c. Save at your Wal-
green system drug store-North side 
square. 
Pruitt, were added to the club. '------------------ , 
SOCIAL FUNCTIONS 
PRIVATE PARTIES 
DANCING 
The facilities of this hotel are available 
Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room 
-Banquet Room 
Special Menus Sundays and Holidays 
May We Serve You? 
HOTEL U.S. GRANT 
Mattoo-n 
Telephone 2700 
Illinois 
TODAY & WEDNESDAY-
60 Fleeting Minutes, Loaclecl 
with the Drama of a Lifetime! 
Hour 
Late" 
A Paramount Picture with 
Joe Morrison • Helen Twelvetrees 
Conrad Nagel • Arline Judge 
Gail Patrick • Edward Craven 
-Also-
Irvin S. OOBB in "BALLAD OF PADUCAH JAIL" 
ACT IN COLOR-LATEST NEWS 
THURSDAY ONLY-
Spencer 
TRACY 
in 
BARGAIN DAY 
Ketti 
GALL IAN 
'Marie Galante' 
ALSO MUSICAL REVUE-ACT 
FRIDAY ONLY-
'Carole May 
LOMB;ARD ROBSON 
in 
'Lady By Choice' 
(It's as Good as "Lady for a Day") 
ALSO CARTOON~COMEDY-ACT 
SATURDAY ONLY-
Arthur BYRON-Edward ARNOLD 
in 
'The President Vanishes' 
ALSO CARTOON-ALL STAR COMEDY 
SUNDAY & MONDAY-
Dick Ruby 
POWELL KEELER 
in 
'Flirtation Walk' 
with 
Pat 0 'BRIEN and The West Point CADETS 
ALSO NEWS~CARTOON-COMEDY 
AT THE REX THEATRE 
FRIDAY & SAT.-
8i}} CODY 
in 
''LAIW OF 
THE NORTH" 
Cartoon-Serial-Comedy 
SlJNDAY & MON.-
Richard ARLEN 
Madge EVANS 
in 
''HELLDORADO'' 
Also 
Comedy-Cartoon-Act 
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J. Paul Reed Takes Sta~d with Little 
Attempt at Defense of Critical Jabs 
Mr. Railsback Plans 
To Attend Indiana 
University in '35 STUDENTS!! 
(Continued from Page 1) 
or say anything he cares to thlnk or 
say. 
The interview follows: 
Q . What is your full name? 
A. J . Paul Reed. I have discarded 
the first given name a.<> being too Bib-
lical. 
Q. Place and date of birth? 
A. I was born in Mattoon, 111., in 
July, 1914. Sage members of the fac-
ulty are directing an investigation of 
this event as one of the uncovered 
causes of the World War. 
Q. Occupation? 
A. At present I am a part time 
student and much be-damned liter-
ary critic. I have been a carnival con-
cessionaire, and a piano player for a 
midget show. 
Q . Were you precocious as a child? 
A. M'y parents called me btld 
tempered, if that's what you mean. 
Q. Have you ever done any writ-
ing? 
A. Several unpublished short stories, 
and several themes appearing 'in var-
ious English classes under assumed 
n ames. I have the doubtful distinc-
tion of winning a prize for a one-ad 
play. For $10 I will write a term pa-
per in any course and guarantee a B. 
Q. That's advertising; we will not 
have it in this 'interview. What is 
your experience a.<> a d ebater? 
A. At the University of Illinois, 
which I attended a.<> a Freshman, I 
was chosen to represent the :Jniver-
sity on the varsity debating team. 
Q. What are your hobbies? 
A. Music, and the reading of bl0g-
raphies and satirical writings. 
A. What is your greatest ambi-
tion? 
A. To be a pipe-organist. 
Q. Have you any interest in 
sports? 
A. Yes. Trapeze performing. 
Q . Trapeze performing? 
A. Yes, mental. 
Q. To whom do you owe your suc-
cess in life? 
A. To my mother, who, knowing 
my obstinacy, tried to bring me up to 
follow the paths of righteousness. 
Q. What is to be your next critical 
venture? 
A. That depends on the editors. 
Q. Have any of your manuscripts 
ever been turned down b~ the News 
Editor? 
A. Yes. An entelrtainment course 
slap, one of my best, wa.<> censored. 
Q. Ahem. Who are the women in 
your life? 
A. Now you are getting personal. 
Q . I insist. 
A. I beg that we have a 10 ·ninute 
intermission. 
During this time out, which was 
grudg'ingly granted, we take a sidel::mg 
glance about. Our eyes light upon 
Mr. Reed's comprehensive library, 
which consists of three moss-covered 
volumes, namely, a dictionary, Roget's 
Thesaurus, and Crabbe's English Syn -
onyms. Mr. Reed's color-boxes for 
writing criticisms, no doubt. 
The intermission ends. We ha.ve 
forgotten our question (as Mr. Reed 
wished.) 
Q. What 'is your impression of the 
Entertainment Course? 
A. Isn't that obvious? 
Q . What were your motives for 
writing your Salvi article? 
A. It gave me a chance to criti-
cize a performance with the object of 
arousing student interest by tearing 
off the tinsel surrounding names of 
so-called great artists. 
Q. If all th'is is altruism, why did 
you sign your name? 
A. It wouldn't have been publish-
ed without a name attached. 
Q. Your motive for writing the 
faculty play criticism? 
A. I received so many requests not 
to write it. 
Q. Have you any regret for having 
written these articles? 
A. Yes. I understand that on gen-
tleman whom I esteem wa.<> somewhat 
put out by one of them. Criticism of 
acting is no good for two kinds of 
people; those who are too thick skin-
ned to be touched, and those people 
Glen Davis Chosen 
Science Club Head 
0 . L. Railsback, head of the Physics 
department, will attend the University 
of Indiana at Bloomington next year 
to become a candidate for a doctor's 
At the meeting of the Science club degree, which he hopes to get in the 
on January 3, the following officers spring o.f 1936. Part of the graduate 
were elected: Glen Davis, president; work required for the degree he will 
Ralph Mcintosh, vice-president; Eve- transfer from the University of Chi-
lyn Brookhart, secretary; Mr. Thut, cago, which he attended during the 
faculty adviser. summers of 1928-1929. 
' In addition to the election, Mr. Mr. Railsback expects to return in 
Spooner spoke on the subject, "The the fall of 1936 to resume his position 
Effect of Temperature and Humidity here. 
on Insects," showing the members how 
predictions of the number of insects 
for a following summer could be made 
and how similar predictions made 
spraying more effective. 
Mr. Stover offered several remarks 
about his visit to Pittsburgh during 
the Christmas vacation, when he at-
tended the m eeting of the American 
Association for the Advancement of 
Science. 
Mr. Verwiebe of the Science depart-
ment spoke before the members of the 
Science club in their meeting Dec. 19, 
on the subject, "New Fields in Nuclear 
Physics." His topic included a dis-
cussion of the positron, electron, ele-
ment 93, different kinds of water, and 
the discovery .of heavy hydrogen. 
WOMEN'S GLEE CLUB 
Writer Interviews 
Courier Publisher 
(Continued from Page 9) 
company, located at Chattanooga. After 
spending nine months in this position. 
working long hours and attending night 
school, Mr. Weir became associated 
with the Chattanooga Medicine Com-
pany. He spent three years in the 
home O·ffice of this compapy and was 
then transferred to St. Louis a.<> man-
ager of their branch plant, handling 
the sales and shipping of the company 
into fourteen of the central states. He 
later transferred to the Chattanooga 
office in charge of mail sales and 
cridits. 
GIVES YULE PROGRAM "Mr. Weir" we asked, "How did you 
get started int o the n ewspaper bus-
The College Women's Glee club sang iness?" 
in chapel on Thursday afternoon be- l "While at Newton I served my ap-
fore the Christmas vacation. prentice as a 'printer's devil' and lat-
The three selections were: "While er a.<> a printer in the o~d 'hand set' 
Shepherds Watch," 16th century days. There printers' ink got into m y 
melody sung by the quartet; "The nostrils and I was n ever able t o forget 
Flowering Manger"~Buck and "Rex the appeal of newspaper work." 
Gloriae"-Gains; violin accompani- "While at Chattanooga," he contin-
ment, Mr. Weckel; Narrator- Mr. Ross ued, "I spent some time around the 
and chorus, Glee club. Chattanoo·ga 'Daily Times' office and 
covered occa.<>ional assignments for 
ALUMNUS GIVES PROGRAM them. This was purely on a voluntary 
basis, never having achieved a position 
Wayne Sanders '31, announcer and 
program director of station W JMS of 
Ironwood, Mich., gave a test program 
la.<>t Wednesday night. Mr. Sanders 
will be remembered, among other 
things, for the orchestra he directed 
at EI. 
on their payrolls." 
During the World War Mr. Weir was 
in the Home Guard, holding a position 
as first Lieutenan t. Armistice came 
before he wa.<> called into active serv-
ice. 
Purchases Daily Courier 
Following the Armistice opportunity 
• 
1 
came to Mr. Weir to take over the 
of meanmg which cannot be expressed "Courier." 
with common words. "The newspaper appeal was too 
Q. What do you consider the main strong for m e and I 'fell' back into 
source of your unpopularity? that field. I have never regretted this 
A. None too veiled sarca.<>m direct- move because the work ha.<> proved v~ry 
ed at those who really think they de- interesting from the publishing end as 
serve it. well as it has proved appealing from 
Q. What was your reaction to the the mechanical and reportorial 
ten denunciatory letters in the Soap 
Box? 
A. You have no idea how m y van-
ity soared. 
Q. Why do you say that? 
A. Because my greatest d esire is to 
be thoroughly liked or disliked, and 
they are proof that I am succeeding. 
pha.<>es." 
Queried as to his sentiments toward 
the News Mr. Weir replied: "I have 
been particularly interested in the 
Teachers CoUege News, the printing of 
which we have handled for the last 
four years. It has been a pleasure to 
have connections with a student publi-
Begin the New Year right by resolving to shop 
with our advertisers. Read their ads in the NEWS 
each week. There is as much news in them as in 
our columns-and Charleston's merchants are ex-
pert news writers. 
When ma.king your resolutions remember that-
" Though years may come and years may go, Char-
leston merchants go on forever to serve and plea.se 
you. 
H appy New Year! 
Art Club Hears Alaskan Teacher Tell 
About Thousand-mile Reindeer Drive 
Miss Ruth Reat of Nome, Alaska, 
spoke to the members and gue 'ts of 
the Art Club la.<>t Friday evening. l\tfiss 
Reat first went to Alaska as a t each-
er in the government schools for Eski-
mos, later teaching 'in a h igh school 
there. She is in business in Alaska at 
the present tim e. Her talk wa.<> devot-
ed to experiences and impressions of 
R .. W. Weckel Attends 
Wisconsin Meeting 
Mr. W eckel attended the annual 
meetin g of the Music Teachers Na-
tional Association held in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin December 26-29. This 
meeting was held in conjunction with Alaska. 
. 1 the annual meeting of the National 
:wss Reat . first told of a_ . rem deer Association of Schools of Music and 
dnve on wh1ch she was pnv1leged to the Wisconsin Teachers Association. 
go. She has deer of ~er o:vn, and was There was much good music heard and 
allowed to put them m w1th the gov- many fine addresses given Mr Weckel 
ernment deer that were be'ing taken reports. ' · 
on the drive. In a ddition to Miss 
MR. SLOAN SPEAKS AT 
KADELPIAN MEETING 
Kappa Delta Pi met in the reception 
room Monday evening, January 6. Mr. 
Sloan spoke to the group on the sub-
ject, "The Boy and His Book." After 
discussing the beliefs of the extreme 
conservatives and extreme progressives 
in the field of education, he pointed out 
that the natural point of departure in 
education is the boy with respect to 
what he already knows about the book. 
Reat, five Eskimo boys, one Indian, 
and a government man started in late 
January and travelled through Febru-
ary and March, reaching their desti-
nation in April. The entire drive of 
about one thousand miles was com-
pleted in 70 days. Miss Reat s.nd her 
companions wore fur garments with 
hoods and gloves that kept them fair-
ly comfortable, despite the fact that 
on some days the temperature was as 
low as 40 to 50 degrees below zero. 
At night the party slept in small 
tents. in which they had a stove that 
melted the snow beneath the tents. 
Miss Reat spoke further of the man- ~ 
~er. in which they travelled and the benches and looked out between the 
mc1dents of interest which they en- men's legs. Th€ women never lift 
count ered. their feet from the floor when dane-
The Eskimo boys who accompanied ing; only their bodies move. When 
M'iss Reat each h a d a different r elig- Colonel and Mrs. Lindbergh visited 
ion and each had his own song-book. that country, the Eskimos entertained 
They sang a great deal in t he evenin.g, them with the Wolf Dance, a very sol-
in sing-song minor tones, Miss Reat emn and elaborate dance in which the 
said. They are very fond of telling participants wear wolves' heads. The 
stories and jokes. Their dances are Eskimos are quite athlet'ic, said the 
very unusual, continued Miss Reat. speaker. 
Around t:he room in which the Eski-
mos dance were high benches upon 
wh'ich only the men were allowed to 
sit. The women squatted beneath these 
TRY OUR 
Light Lunches and Fcuntain 
Servic-e 
Q. What defense h ave you against 
the hypocrisy charge? 
A. I had started out in the vein 
of pann'ing everything, and don't vet-
ty minds expect one to be comist.ent? 
To be more serious, though, I have 
honestly tried to disassociate myself 
a.<> much as possible in writing these 
cation which has consistently stood at of TC High .... Frances Hale, the 
the very forefront in national and j elder, has a diploma from Northwestern 
state contests ·each year since the University . . . . Mary Elizabeth the 
'Courier' office ha.s started printing younger, was editor of the TC page in 
it." the News• two years ago .. .. She is 
PHONE 270 
The CANDY SHOP 
FREE DRINKS 
Kathryn Hall, Lloyd Thudium. 
articles. · 
Q. But your greatest desire !s to be 
thoroughly liked or disliked. Do you 
not think that this des'ire made the 
publicity you gained the more pleas-
ant, and a.ffected your opinions? . 
A. Possibly. If you will not under-
stand my position, I cannot force you 
to do so. 
Q. You have been called an ign or-
ant, insolent, insincere, conceited, 
publicity-monger, a m ater'ialist with 
no esthetic sense whatever, 3.nd a 
chronic gripe. What h ave you to say 
for yourself? 
A. I will reply when flaws in my 
criticisms are found, not when my 
personal character is attacked , and I 
would consider that I lowered myself 
'if I replied before then. 
Shall we take that as a challenge? 
It h a.<> the distinct ring of one. If 
we do, it is assured that we shall soon 
have a battle royal on our h ands, for 
Mr. Reed is a.<> capable a.s h e is big, 
a great champion of dissenters. 
In publishing the "Courier" Mr. Weir attending college at Dent on, Texas, 
is now employing seven in the office th1s year. Violet Costello, Harold Cottingham 
and reportial departments, eight in 
the mechanical department, and 
twenty-one local carriers in addition to 
carriers in Ashmore, Oakland, and two 
rural routes cared for by automobile 
service . . 
BREVITIES- Mr. Weir is one of the 
civic leaders of the city . . . He has 
been president of the local Chamber of 
Commerce . . . He is one of t he better 
golfers at the local club . . . Is noted 
a.<> a long hitter .... When he steps 
np to the tee the flag on the far away 
green begins to look for a haven of 
sai€. ty .. Two daughters are graduates 
WHITE 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMPANY 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work. 
PHONE 295 
Several Special Lots to 
Close Out Before Spring 
Orders are Placed 
who are too thin skinned to r ealize ,-----------------------------------· 
These items are bonafide bargains 
and will not last 'long. We offer 
Choice of 150 pairs Ladies' Style Shoes 
formerly selling up to $4.59- conl]ist-
ing of black kid, brown kid, black 
suede and brown suede, in a variety 
of patterns; most all sizes and widths 
for-that the criticism is not directed at 
them, but at their acting. A ~ritic is 
forced to tell the truth, whether he 
likes to or not. 
Q. Can you defend yourself a.gainst 
the charge of displaying your vocab-
ulary too ostentatiously? 
A. In the first place, I don't think 
I do so. In the second, a forceful 
word is the most proper word when 
correctly used, and there are all slu.des 
A·. G. ·FROMMEL ~~ 
A full li:r:te of hardware, paints, dishes, kitchen ~ .. 
utensils, tools, cutlery, and sporting goods. .... ••••• _. 
We also repair suitcases, bags, trunks, and all leather goods. 
"See Us Before You Buy" 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE PHONE 492 
··----------------------------------------~ 
:-.:.'.~ 
~r ~~~: ~~J;;;;;~::::~~;;;;;. 
. $1.95 
INYART'S BroWn~ Shoe Store 
